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Rec-director 
says time off 
? 
.fr-•/ 
DAN REIBLE I Photo editor 
Miche l le Hook (left) and Lau.ra Bolker E. Bellows during his show Thursday night in 
r be ing told ·they are watching the University Ballroom. The show was 
in an X-rated movie by hypnotist R. sponsored by Residence Hall Association. 
notist relaxes 1 2 voluteers 
LL STARE feels· the media has been 
editor portraying h'ypnotists in the 
· is simply getting wrong light. He said they are 
fear in the conscious not people who zap unwilling . R.E. Bellows t.old a victims and force them t.o do 
around 100 people things against their will. 
Diversity Ballroom Bellows said, ''You cannot 
y night. · hypnotize a person against 
· troducing Bellows, their will." 
, Residence Hall He said people talk about 
president, said, ·self-hypnosis but , "All 
you guys saw this hypnosis is self-hypnosis. 
, you saw me take You will only go as far as you 
th.es." allow yourself t.o go. If you 
, sponsored by the . don't have any morals, come 
lor Wednesday's on up here. We may have a 
ce, was called one better show."  . 
most entertaining ·Bellows t.old the audience a· 
to perform - by scenario t.o explain hypnosis. 
'IS he introduced the He had them imagine 
· 'cal psychQlogist. walking a beam only eight 
started his per- inches ablove the ground. It 
by explaining he was easy, he explained, until 
the mind got scared when the 
beam was raised t.o 200 feet 
in the air. 
He said the way t.o get over 
the fear was t.o "send the 
conscious mind out t.o lunch. 
''There is not anything that 
you can do under hypnosis 
that you could not do without 
hypnosis if only you believe 
. that you could." 
· 
Bellows chose 12 members 
of the audience at random t.o 
be up on stage for the per-
formance. · 
While talking t.o them t.o 
put them in a relaxed state of 
mind, Bellows had the group 
,stare at a fixed point and 
.imagine their bodies starting 
t.o . feel heavy from the t.op 
down. 
By JEFF BRITT 
Administration editor 
Eastern's recreational sports 
direct.or said Thursday the rec 
center referendum defeat was 
partially because students 
didn't have all the facts, but it 
probably wouldn't have passed 
anyway due t.o the $96 tuition 
increase. 
''We'll still be having mid­
night leagues," said Direct.or of 
Recreational Sports David 
Dutler. ''We keep losirig space 
t.o other programs. "  
He said i f  that continues, he 
will have t.o cut out some of the 
intralnurals, as there is not 
enough space t.o have them. 
The referendum in the 
Student Government elections 
for students t.o pay an extra 
$75 in fees per semester t.o 
fund a new recreational ad­
dition t.o Lantz Gym was 
defeated 1 ,91 1 to 48 4 . 
· 
Dutler said examples of areas 
t h at w e r e  f o r mer l y  
recreational space are the part 
of McAfee Gym, which is 
occupied by registration. and 
part of the north gym in 
Buzzard Building, which is 
o c c u p i e d  b y  S t u d ent 
Publications. 
''The request for additional 
recreational facilities came 
from students and was ap­
proved in principle in a 
referendum last spring ," 
Eastern President Stanley 
Rives said. "The clear decision 
not t.o increase student fees t.o 
provide the facility has ap­
propriately been made by 
students."  
He added, ''That decision is 
certainly understandable , 
particularly in light of the mid­
year tuition increase." 
Dutler said the referendum 
had "bad timing." 
"The students never really 
appeared t.o address the issues 
here," Dutler said. ''They were 
concerned about money and 
didn't realize how this would 
affe ct t h e  i n t r.am ural  
program." 
He said articles in the local 
newspaper addressed the 
statistics that show over­
crowding in recreational 
facilities, but the college paper 
did not. 
He referred t.o Wednesday's 
editorial in The Daily Eastern 
News that said, ''Eastern's 
current recreational facilities · 
are used by a small pecentage 
of the t.otal school enrollment." 
Dutler said, "Eighty percent 
of the students at this in­
stitution use this facility 
through the course of the 
·year." 
He said 5 ,788 students 
participate in intramurals, 
which makes about 60 percent 
of the student body. 
The other 20 percent comes 
from surveys that were taken 
of students who visit Lantz for 
informal sports. He said of the 
students polled (in weight 
rooms etc.), 50 percent said 
they weren't involved in in­
tramural sports, Dutler said. 
This 50 percent, he con­
cludes, represents the 40 
percent of the student" body 
that isn't involved in in­
tramurals. Half of that 40 
percent is 20 percent, which 
comes out t.o 80 percent when 
added t.o the previous 60 
percent, Dutler said. 
He also addressed a claim 
made by a News edit.orial that 
said if students pay an extra 
$75 a semester for 25 years, it 
would t.otal $37 .5 million, 
although the facility would 
cost only $7 million. Dutler 
said this is because of interest 
rates. 
"Anytime you buy anything 
for a long period of time, you 
are going t.o pay three or four , 
times as much money as it 
actually costs," he said, adding 
anyone who has ever bought a 
home realizes this. 
member criticizes Kindrick for missing meetings 
WATSON Kindrick was unavailable for com- super job, but he isn't the vice president 
administrator Robert 
s critized for not attending 
Academic Affairs meetings 
member Jeffrey Lynch 
ment. for academic affairs," Lynch said. 
"He doesn't attend any council "I would like for him t.o learn more 
meetings. He has attended only one and about this campus, and if he is to learn 
stayed for only a half hour," Lynch about the affairs, then he has to start 
said. ''He misses the give and the take attending the meetings," Lynch said. 
Ewen Bryden, recreation and leisure 
chair, submitted the proposal, which 
had already been approved by the 
College of Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation. 
like to hear what the man 
, what his philosophy and 
," said Jeffrey· Lynch in 
to Kindrick, vice president 
'c affairs. "These are things 
ow, and he seems t.o have 
himself t.o a dangerous 
Lynch said at the CAA 
ursday. 
on academic issues." Lynch added, "The chair of CAA is 
"Kindrick has been sending a signal going t.o try t.o get a meeting with 
that he's unconcerned with the Kindrick. I'm assuming that the 
academic affairs of this campus," Council on Academic Affairs is not 
Lynch said. ''He's never here." worth his time." 
Steve Whitley, Kindrick's assistant, In other business, CAA approved a 
was at the meeting but had no com- course proposal , REC 4955 ,  
ment. Assessment in Therapeutic Recreation, 
"I don't think he should send his and a course option in therapeutic 
assistant here. Steve Whitl�y does a recreation. 
The course is designed t.o expose 
students t.o methods and ·techniques 
used for assessing leisure and 
recreation needs and determining 
appropriate goals. 
Bryden said, "It's obvious that we are 
very delighted at the approval. We 
believe that it will provide a better 
education and jobs within the area of 
therapeutic recreation." 
fit will take 'Centerstage' Cagers set for exhibition play 
r • 
see Verge pullout see page 1 2 
', 2A \'�friday, November 13�-t:987 
jAssociated Press 
I State/Nation/World 
Doctors appointed for AIDS case 
New Peace plan to be proposed 
by Nicaragu�n President Ortega 
BELLEVILLE-The American Civil Liberties Union 
hailed a Federal judge's appointment of two doctors to help 
the court decide whether an AIDS-stricken boy may be 
barred from school. . 
"The court has chosen an excellent vehicle for reaching 
the scientific truth in AIDS cases," said Harvey Grossman, 
legal director of the ACLU of Illinois. 
"Frankly, I needed all the help I could get to reach a 
decision in a situation like this," said U.S. District Judge 
James Foreman. 
Washington (AP}- Nicaraguan 
President Daniel Ortega after 
talks with House speaker Jim 
Wright, said Thursday he has 
come up with a "concrete 
proposal" for achieving a cease­
fire with the Contra rebels. 
Ortega,here for a meeting of 
the Organization of American 
States, told reporters he will 
announce his plan on Friday. 
There were strong hints that 
the proposal would include a role. 
for Wright in the efforts to reach 
a cease-fire, but Ortega said he 
could not provide details because 
"we're still refining all of this." 
As Ortega spoke, Nicaraguan 
Cardinal Miouel Obando v. 
Bravo, who has been designated 
intermediary in bending cease­
fire talks between the Sandinista 
forces and the Contras, was 
heading for Washington and was 
expected to take part 
Friday announcement. 
Congressional sources said 
week that Wright had dee · 
an off er to serve as a ce 
·intermediary between 
Sandinistas and the Con 
because he did not have time 
felt that such a role was · 
propriate for someone 
Central America. 
While the appointment of court experts is not unique, 
Grossman said he believes this may be the first AIDS case in 
which a court has appointed experts to advise on medical 
and public-health issues. Senate leaders receiye Kennedy 
Former officer charged with rape 
EAST ST. LOUIS-A man working as a bodyguard for 
Mayor Carl E. Officer is targeted in a multimilli�n-dollar 
lawsuit by a woman who contends he repeatedly raped her 
while he was a security guard at a Missouri grocery store. 
The federal lawsuit alleges that Rickey Collins, then a 
part-time police officer, sexually assaulted the woman 
between January 1984 and June 1985 at Beverly Hills 
Mo., store, where she worked as a cashier. . 
It seeks $3 million in damages from Collins, and a total 
of $13.5 million. 
No criminal charges were filed in the case, said St. Louis 
County (Mo.) Prosecuting Attorney George ''Burr" 
Westfall. 
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WASHINGTON (AP}-Supr· 
eme Court nominee Anthony M. 
Kennedy won the support of 
former opponent Jesse Helms 
Thursday in a day of White 
House peacemaking sessions free 
of the bitterness that followed 
President Reagan's previous two 
nominations. 
"I think he11 make a fine 
member of the Supreme Court." 
Helms, R-N.C., and outspoken 
member of the Senate's con­
servative wing, told reporters 
after meeting seperately with 
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TUESDAY, 
Reagan and with the federal 
appellate judge. 
Late last month, after the 
Senate voted down· Reagan 
nominee Robert H. Bork, 
Kennedy was considered the 
·front-runner for the court 
nomination and other con­
servatives also indicated 
displeasure. 'Reagan then 
nominated Douglas H. Ginsburg, 
who withdrew last weekend after 
admitting past marijuana use. 
The president also met with 
Democrat Joseph R. Biden Jr., 
chairman of the Judi 
Committee, as Kennedy 
courtesy calls on senators, 
of whom have reacted favo 
but cautiously to the nomina 
Biden, D-Del., said 
asked that confirmation h 
begin "as soon as 
Describing the talks at a 
conference, Biden said, ''I 
of no one who wants to move 
slowly." And he prono 
Kennedy's prospects as " 
based on what we've read 
heard so far." 
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I 
nate executives sat·isfied with most results 
t Senate executives said they 
ed with the overall outcome 
ent elections held Wed-
Body President Deb Camren 
was "not really suprised" by 
nresults. 
said most of the people she 
uld be elected were retained 
were re-elected). 
executives expressed 
tJnent over the def eat of 
uestjury 
Is death 
micide 
STAL PHILPOTT 
editor 
rson jury ruled Thursday 
ID inquest at the Champaign 
G>roner's office that the death 
· k Wixom was reckless 
was killed on Oct . 16 when 
soft-topped CJ7 Jeep he' was 
with a friend, RObert Mitchell, 
Interstate-5 7. 
Coroner Doris Davies, of the 
County Coroner's Office, 
jury, which met at 9:30 a.m., 
e blame of the accident on the 
the vehicle. 
originally said an unknown 
driving the Jeep who fled the 
the time of the accident. He 
·tted to having been the 
rson at the lliinois State 
ent Thursday afternoon 
are still investigating the 
said the coroner's office will 
'tting a letter to th� Coles 
State's Attorney's : office 
· g further investigation by 
's attorneys office. 
· 
Owen, Coles County State's 
, said she has neither been 
yet by the. coroner's office 
·ved a letter concerning the 
added, however, receiving such 
takes time and she really didn't 
to receive it so soon after the 
· State Police are still in­. g the case Owen said, adding 
unusual for a complicated case, 
the Wixom case, to take a while 
ation submitted by the 
·gn County Coroner's Office 
added to information submitted 
Illinois State Police once the 
• tion is completed "to deter-
• there is sufficient evidence to 
te," Owen said. . 
how long that will be, Owen is 
paign County Coroner Thomas 
n presided over the inquest, 
aaid. 
was unavailable for 
denators Tom Green, Tony Gasboro 
and Sue Kroning. 
Camren called the def eat of Green 
''heartbreaking" (Grt:en was defeated 
bytwo votes), and said the she hoped he 
would petition for an open senate spot 
at the beginning of next semester. 
An opening was created in the senate 
with the resignation of John Cosenza 
(Cosenza resigned on Nov. 4), and 
Senate Speaker Denise Wasetis said the 
senate did not have time to fill the spot 
on the ballot. 
Wasetis said she was "very pleased" 
Stay tuned 
'with the election resi.ilts. 
She said she was happy that so many 
students got involved in the elections. 
� "There were 30 students running for 17 
positions," Wasetis said. 
Financial Vice-President Craig Lange 
said that the new senators would bring 
"new enthusiasm and fresh ideas" to 
the senate. 
Lange also expressed disappointment 
in Green's defeat. "Tom Green was an 
asset to the Student Senate." 
Green is the co8chair of the Student 
Legislative Committee and involved in 
the POW/MIA project. 
Senate Executives expressed 
disappointment in the student's 
resounding decision vote down the $75 
activity fee increase for the Recreation 
Center. 
Camren thought the timing was off, 
but she said the Rec Center is still a 
"good idea." 
Lange questioned whether students 
had the correct information concerning 
the rec center, but said he was happy to 
see that students cared enough to vote. 
Freshman Konrad Brown, a speech communications FM 88.9 Thursday afternoon. The radio station is on the air 
major, announces upcoming songs on WEIU radio station ·from 8 a. m .  to midnight. 
Career day focuses on governmental jobs· 
8y DENISE STRZALKA 
Staff writer · 
Employment opportunities in local 
and state government were the focus of 
Thursday's Career Day program 
sponsored by the Political Science 
department. _ 
The hour-long program featured 
speaker David Leezer, Canton ·com­
munity Development director, who 
discussed employmment opportunlities 
in localgovernment. 
Also, John Headrick, director of 
governmental affairs for the Illinois 
Department of Central Managem�nt 
Services which oversees the state's 
personnel operations, spoke on em­
ployment on the state level. 
"Get yourself a diversified knowledge 
of a lot of things," Leezer said. 
Knowledge of accounting, economics, 
finance, and computers will give 
students more experience for the jobs 
out there, he stressed. 
With all the writing that is called for 
on the local level students should know 
how to write "in a short, simple and 
concise style. Never leave anything 
dangling," he said. 
Internships are important and 
students should take advantage of 
them, he added. 
"You don't want to catch yourself in a 
catch 22 situation-'Sorry no ex­
perience,"' when you apply for a job 
upon graduation, he said. 
He suggested cities, villages and 
counties a� the places to start looking 
for internships. Students may also try 
offices such as the Council of Govern­
ment, Chamber of Commerce, Tour and 
Convention Center and Economic 
Development Center. 
"The field starts off with low pay but 
the pay gets better only with better 
. experience," Leezer said. "The only way 
to get experience is by having bad 
experiences. Be prepared to screw up 
because if you don't, you're not trying." 
Headrick showed little enthusiasm 
for students entering the state level. 
"This is not an easy system to get 
into. There's a lot of dead ends," 
Headrick said. "However, if one does 
work his way in, there is a lot of op­
portunity for promotion and ad­
vancement," 
In order to get into any field on the 
state level a test has· to be taken before 
a person . can be considered for a 
position. "Get the highest possible 
grade. Get an 'A' because if you get a 'B' 
or 'C' you have a zero chance of being 
recognized by state agencies." Headrick 
stressed. 
· -
"The state government is an island 
surrounded by the sea of politics which 
influences state jobs," Headrick said. 
"So the best way to go about getting a 
job is to be aggressive and bang on 
doors."· 
Headrick advised that the best in­
ternship would be the - Illinois 
Legislative Staff Internship Program. 
stern senior 'hounds' a silver fox for his trailer home 
senior Ken Mclnturff didn't 
an ordinary dog or cat as a 
· g around his trailer-he 
something different. 
decided he wanted something 
resembled a dog, yet resembled a 
e same time. What he ended up 
a silver fox. 
After having Roxy for six months, 
however, the fox decided to go for a 
midnight stroll sometime last Monday 
night when he pulled the leash attached 
to him out of the ground. 
"He was on a corkscrew chain outside 
in the yard and I guess he just pulled it 
up," Mclnturff said. "Somebody said 
they saw him Thursday night when 
their dog was barking at it." 
Roxy is a little bigger than a cat, 
Mcinturff said, and is grey and black 
with a very thick tail. 
Roxy's most notable characteristic, 
however, might be that he is still 
sporting the corkscrew chain with him 
which he pulled out of the ground. 
"I think he could have survived, but 
he's still carrying the chain around," 
Mcinturff said .. 
Mcinturff said ftoxy is not 
dangerous, but if somebody would try 
to pet him, he would probably attempt 
to bite them. 
Roxy, who was bought from a pelt 
farm when he was four weeks old, used 
to be kept inside, Mclnturff said. 
"He was hard to take care of," 
Mcinturff adde�. 
· 
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Patrol may pose 
more problems 
·than answers 
. Even with the recent calm after the storm of 
bad incidents between students and police 
concerning the parties and near riot incidents, 
the Student Senate is talking about instituting 
a "party patrol" to help keep the problems to 
a minimum. . . 
_In an attempt to keep the peace between 
-Edltorlal the Charleston com-- munity and Eastern 
students,_ . the senate 
plans to talk with the city council about ttie 
pirtrbr' ' 1d&ing' ·one·/ot 'its ·>c 'Town Gown'' 
meetings. � ' . " ' - ' 
However, the senate's Housing Committee 
is still in the discussion stages on the issue. 
More questions that need to be answered are 
how to implement the plan and who will work 
with it once it gets started? 
The senate is hoping the patrol could 
minimize confrontations between the police 
and the students. The patrol would consist of 
students who would answer any preliminary 
complaints on a party. 
Theoretically this would help prevent future 
instances such as the Sept. 12 after-bars 
party in which two Charleston police officers 
were injured when students threw beer 
bottles at the officers. 
Although Charleston Police Chief Maurice 
Johnson said . having the "party patrol" 
couldn't hurt the current situation, there is 
always the concern of would it really help the 
situation or would it make it worse? 
Although the idea shows good effort on the 
senate's part to alleviate the problems, the 
possibility of Eastern's party goers listening to 
a bunch of their peers is slim. 
Students gathering to have a party and 
drink beer until late hours of the night are not 
likely to listen to anyone telling them to be 
quiet. 
A drunken crowd is not likely to think 
rationally about whether or not it is being too 
loud or breaking the law. -
·such was the case when students threw 
the beer bottles at c-uniformed officers. I f  
students would not hesitate· to throw bottles 
and beer on two officers who are armed, what 
is to say they wouldn't do the same to some 
of their fellow students who are not armed? 
One other catch is, several years ago there 
was a similar program in effect at Eastern but 
it failed because of lack of volunteers to run 
the program. Can the senate be sure it won't 
fail again because of the same 
reason-apathy? 
0 
Going on the ultimate 'B.erry hunt' 
They were getting ready to 
bolt the doors and cl9se the 
curtains to the Student Activities , 
office when they saw me and my 
orange and black striped• 
"pizzaz" hat. 
No, they were not barring me 
because of my hat (although it is 
quite colorful and has been 
banned from the newi;;room by 
my co-workers).  
It  wasn't my bad jokes or puns 
either (they've tried to ban those 
in the newsroom also but have 
been unsuccessful ) .  
Judy 
Weidman 
I was in pursuit of a story on Parent's Weekend 
entertainment-more specifically, any information I 
could find on Chuck Berry or Saturday's concert. 
Finding background info on Berry was no problem, if 
I wanted to repeat a 1 0-page People magazine spread 
that detailed his new book and movie . 
This was the direction the Student Activities office . 
sent me.  They had no promotion information on Berry 
except five pictures that complimented Berry on his 
youthfulness (he had no gray hair and all of his teeth). 
However, I, searching for credibility, wanted a first 
hand source-someone who had-at least met Berry . 
Student Activities director Anita Craig would not give 
me Berry's agent's number (for fear I would 'badger' 
him for a phone interview with Berry) but did give me a 
number of one of the back up members .  
I was connected with pianist Bob. Valdori who has 
backed up Berry on numerous occasions. 
After a 20-minute interview and background in­
formation on Berry given by another agent from the 
agency (who had never met Berry but was considered 
an authority on him) I sat down at the computer to crank -
out my precede.  
Although I had enough information for a decent 
'' O)"le1.$ foo hot D"1eS foo 
cold. Av�f yav evt..,.. s-.."fts­
fi'e.ci? 'J He. !Jvow/e.J. 
7"/,,Q."' Golrl,;,...--� 
advance story I was determined to meet Berry 
person and get an awesome interview with him for 
News as-my last big scoop as activities editor (I had 
personal motives). 
So I kept checking back with Anita (she \.'BS worki 
on setting up a press conference for area media) 
could recite her common response, "We have 
confirmation but hopefully it will be sometime Sa 
day," nightly in my sleep .. 
As a matter of fact the office employees wo 
snicker as I walked into the room because they kne 
was on a 'Berry hunt' (I'm positive, it wasn't the 
They also knew I was searching for Anita, who w 
conveniently either out of the office or on the ph 
long distance . I waited . ·  , 
When Friday came there was stil l no definite word 
I was told to come early to the concert and pray 
Berry would consent to an interview. 
On Saturday I arrived at Lantz about 6:30 p. 
(without my hat) and entered through a security 
trance while my parents waited for the main doors 
open. 
I quickly sought Anita to get the latest word on 
interview-she stil l wasn't sure ifBerry would agree. 
After mingling with the other press members, 
coordinators ushers and security for about an hour 
were finally granted 'an interview-with Billy Rib 
Berry's opening act. 
However, this interview was 'old hat,' I met 
Tuesday on the phone. 
At 8 p.m.  we were ushered into Berry's dre 
room (ordinarily a classroom) and I finally' got to 
him and asked him the first question "How do you 
performing in front of college crowds?." He said "L 
it . II 
And after the 45-minute conference, I even man 
to get his autograph. 
-Judy Weidman Is a senior journalism major and s 
wrlterforThe Daily Eastern News . 
Eastern speaks: This week's question was asked by Jeff Smith and photos were taken by Jeff Eul . 
.Do you think a "party patrol" would help? 
Mike Bledron 
Sophomore 
Accounting 
I don't think so . If they're 
(students) throwing 
bottles at the police, who 
knows what they'll do to 
the (party patrol). 
Jim Bluemond 
Sophomore 
Business 
I think it will help because 
the police obviously can't 
handle the situation. 
Christine Kaiser 
Senior 
Dletlcs 
I think it's a good id 
That way the studen 
have a warning befo 
(party) gets out of c 
Jim Miiier 
Junior 
Economics. 
� 
Sure . Sounds like a 
solution to the prob 
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RHA trying for Rocky Horro.r return 
Charleston Municipal 
• g, 529 Jackson Ave. ,  may 
American building, but the 
k hanging in the lobby has 
tal flare. 
art professor Hannah 
the November Cityart artist 
By ROBERT SWINEY 
Staff writer 
Plans are being made by the National 
Residence Hall Honorary Association 
and the Residence Hall Association to 
try and bring-back ''The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show." 
· 
Grahame Wilkin, president of 
NRHHA, said, "Rocky Horror would be 
a great thing to bring back to Eastern 
Illinois." 
The movie was cancelled last year by 
the Univ�rsity Board Movie Com­
mittee. ' 
The . movie emphasizes audience 
participation. People often bring props . 
to the movie including squirt guns, 
toast and toilet paper. 
UB said it was costing too much 
money to continue the movie since they 
were paying union employees to clean­
up the Grand Ballroom after the movie 
was shown. Students offered to clean­
up the ballroom, but since it is 
university property, union employees 
must be hired to clean. 
Wilkin said if everything goes as 
planned, the movie will be shown at 
Charleston's Will Rogers Theater one­
weekend a year. 
There has been positive response 
from the employees at Will Rogers with 
regard to the movie, Wilkin said. 
Manager Richard Collins said: "So far 
everything is looking good for the 
movie. All I have to do is get the movie 
cleared with our head office and with 
the people who book the movies. Once 
that has been done, we can continue 
with our plans." 
One advantage for Will Rogers would 
be the help received after the movie. 
NRHHA has promised the theater it 
would supply 20 to 30 workers to clean­
up after the showing of the movie. 1957 graduate of Eastern, 
:the display features works 
her otchid series. The 
• gs were done in oil paints 
oriental brush techniques 
from several oriental 
at workshops she has 
Disput� draws cheerleading bou ndaries 
attended a workshop about 
ago by Shozo Sato, 
r of Japanese studies at 
University of Illinois, on 
brush techniques and 
intrigued me," Eads said, 
asked if she has been in­
by any single artist. ''I've 
doing those ever since." 
ore coming to Eastern in 
, Eads was an art instructor 
the Villa Grove Schools in 
Grove for a year in ' 1954, 
served as art supervisor 
e Charleston school district 
1955-61. 
· By KIM MIKUS squad and why the cheerleaders quit, 
Activities editor he said ''It's personal, I really don't 
Two Panther cheerleaders quit the really want to talk about it." 
squad because "the squad was not The Universal Cheerleaders 
fufilling the definition of -a Association voted Eastern the No. 4-
cheerleader," said ex co-captain Laura ranked Division-I squad in the nation in 
Toepp. just its second-ever appearance in the 
"One that calls for and organizes Ford College Cheerleading National 
cheering is the dictionary definitioh of Championship . 
cheerleader," Toepp said. One of her ideas included having a 
She added the biggest fight over why "traveling greek trophy to work on 
her and her partner Charlie Gilmore getting the · crowd involved, but the 
qwt was "that the guys were dancing." squad gave me no support." 
She said this is leading to the "This school isn't a real ra-ra school 
problem that the squad "is not crowd like the top 10," Thomas said when 
orientated, and are turning into per- · asked about getting the crowd in-
formers." volved. 
When co-captain, Dave Thomas, was · The squad adviser, Dorothe Johnson, 
asked about the conflict within the said ''I have no comment" about what is 
happening with the squad. 
Students noticed the change with the 
cheerleaders during the Parent's Day 
football game. 
This was the first game where the 
cheerleaders danced to. t.aped i:µusic. 
Toepp and Gilmore did not participate 
in this game. 
"If they wanted to dance, they should 
have tried out for the Pink Panthers," 
said Caprice Scherer, a freshman 
business major. 
She added that when she was a high 
school cheerleader dancing was part of 
their routine. 
Thomas said he pl� on using the 
"same format" for basketball season 
' starting on Sunday: 
also has displayed her 
in several places throughout 
career such as the Illinois 
Museum in Springfield, the 
lulu International Art 
· "on and the Tarble Art 
Some say_ referendum had good points despite cost 
in Charleston. 
By JAMES BETZOLD 
Campus editor · 
have," said sophomore business major 
Jennifer Edwards. "It would help 
alleviate the overcrowding." 
major Don Johnson. "I think Eastem's 
back a couple of years on that (from the 
facilities of other schools). 
studio is located in the 
nt of her home in 
Although student reaction to the 
defeat of the recreation center 
referendum Wednesday has been 
predictably positive, there are those 
who are mourning the def eat. 
In addition to the overcrowding 
problems, students cited the need to 
have facilities on par with those of 
other state schools such as Southern 
Illinois University-Carbondale and 
University of Illinois-Champaign. 
However, it was the short-term goal 
of keeping tuition and fees down that 
won out Wednesday. Those opposed to 
the referendum based most of their 
arguments on· that issue. 
n where she resides with 
daughter, Michelle, an 
freshman. 
Inadequate space at prese;nt 
recreation facilities around campus 
keyed opinions in favor of the ill-fated 
project. 
The plan for financing the $7 million 
project called for a $75 student fee 
increase per semester that would have 
begun in January 1989. 
said she has sold many of 
paintings, which mainly 
nature scenes. "I thought it would be a good thing to 
"I think it's a bad decision to tum it 
down because Eastern needs the 
complex," said senior health studies 
Pregnant? 
eone cares 
pregnancy tests 
counseling 
ferral/support 
Services 
NFIDENTIAL 
345-5000 � 
're not alone 
ther Lounge 
.G.I.F. 
O CLUB 
1 -3 $ 1.75 
3-6 $2.00 
TC HERS 
VANS 
serve Vans 
NOW 
for 
nksgiving 
Break 
� 
01  C W.  Lincoln 
Charleston , IL  
345-721 2 
.. . . . . . . . . . . .. 
I I 
I PIZZA TO GO� I 
: JUST $5.95. : 
I Now at Monical 's ,  get a Large (16" )  I 
I Thin Crust Cheese & Sausage . Pizza I 
I to go for j ust $5 �95 plus tax . I' 
I Offer good on Carry-Out I 
7 days a week I at pan icipat i n g  s tore�.  I 
I I 
I .. 1 
I Also available with a I 
I 2-Liter Bottle of Pepsi I 
I for j ust $6 .50 .  I 
I Expires Nov. 24, 1 987 I Present  t h i s  coupon when pic k i n £  up ordn 
I I 
I I 
HOME-MADE. 
GOURMET 
SUBMARINES 
* * * On Fresh Baked Bread * � * 
DELIVERED 
JM MEDIATEL Y . 
DAILY: 
1 1  AM·l PM 
4 PM-2 AM 
345-1075 
I I i::t � �i::t 
I I JIMMY .J8H� I FREE DELIVERY after 5 p.m.  DE i lfifllf� m aw  -. . . . . . . . . . .... _____ _______ ...... 
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� ' Make_ Room for Art ' ' . sa le to feature 65 works :?Jl!'!e�E UNDERWOOD . � 
More than 65 works of art will be .  · . t f 
auctioned off Nov. 21 at the Tarble 
Arts Center as part of the "Make Room 
for Art" studio campaign. 
The values of the artwork range in _ 
estimated retail value from $25 to 
$2,500, said Gaye Harrison, director of 
publicity and promotion for the College 
of Fine Arts 
"I think people owe it to themselves 
to look at the pieces and bid on the ones · 
they like," Harrison said. "This is a rare 
chance to own a one-of-a-kind-piece of 
art," Harrison said. 
' 
"Sunlight on the Stream," a paintiJ;lg 
by Ralph Wickiser, has been estimated 
' l 
r 
DAN REIBLE I Photo editor 
A sculpture on display at Tarble Arts Center waiting to be auctioned off during the 
"Make Room for Art" studio campaign.  The sculpture is one of over 65 works of art 
to be sold Nov. 2 1  in the arts center. 
in worth at $2,500, Harrison said . bachelor's degree in education from 
' Ralph Wickiser received his Eastern Illinois State Teachers College 
in 1934, his master's in fine arts 
Peabody College in 1938, and 
doctorate from Vanderbilt a-.d Pea 
in 1956. 
He is a full-time painter, and his 
is displayed throughout the world. 
The studio campaign has coll 
half of the $350,000 needed to b 
the new studios to be 1ocated at N" 
Street and Johnson Avenue, 
Moldroski. The studios which 
there before have since been remov 
The campaign for the new studio 
use only private funds, said Mol 
The studios are needed to comply 
the guidelines set by the 
National Association of Schools of 
· and Design accreditation. 
AB approves fu nds tra nsfer for UB to atten d  convention 
By JEFF BRITT 
Staff editor 
The Apportionment Board approved 
an . $85 transfer of funds within the 
Univesity Board's budget to provide 
travel expenses to a convention in 
Peoria. 
''This is needed in order to pay for the 
rental of a van to transport students," 
AB chair Craig Lange said . 
AB transferred the money from fleet 
charges in state to travel in state . The 
UB members first wanted to go to the 
convention in a university van, Lange 
said, but "They got a letter in the mail 
today that said they cannot get a 
university van." 
So UB will use the money for gas in a 
Alzheimer's disease Unk revealed 
WASHING TON (AP)-Alzheimer's -
disease usually is diagnosed among 
the elderly, but a Florida researcher 
says his studies with laboratory rats 
show the process Of mental decline 
may start during the vigorous years 
of early adulthood. 
· 
Gary W. Arendash, a scientist at 
the University of South Florida, said 
the long-term effect of chemical 
lesions on specific brain sites in rats 
resulted after 14 months in physical 
and mental symptoms that mimic 
those Alzheimer's disease in 
humans . .. 
He said the ra�. because of their 
compressed life expectancy when 
compared with humans, developed 
the full-blown Alzheimer's symp­
toms in what to them would be an 
advanced ape. But the process that 
led to the symptoms was started 
while the rats were in young 
adulthood. 
rented car. 
Although such transfers were over 
for this semester, a late transfer is 
allowed if the money is transferred 
between similar areas, Lange said, in 
this case, travel expenses. 
He said the transfer didn't need 
approval from Student Senate, Vice 
President for Studei:it Affairs Glenn 
Williams and Eastern Presi 
Stanley Rives, wlio normally 
approve AB's transfers. 
"It doesn't need anybody's app 
except 'the AB," Lange said. 
He added, "All the line-item tr 
(transfers within the boards) 
passed." 
Chi l i  eat ing cont�st sl�ted 
Chili eaters need to be polishing 
those lucky spoons this week in 
preparation for Wendy's chili eating 
contest. . 
The contest will be held Monday at 
Wendy's, 300 W. Lincoln Ave. ,  with 
. proceeds being donated to the St. Jude 
Children's research hospital in Ten-
nessee. 
Interested participants should pick 
up an entry blank at Wendy'.$ and find 
sponsors to support them in the con­
test. 
Entry blanks and sponsor 
should be returned to Wendy's no 
than Saturday. 
"The participant- must have en 
(money from sponsors) to pay $1 
each bowl of chili," Barbara Blagg 
who is in charge of the contest . 
Wendy's redeemable nickels will 
awarded as prizes to the top 
money-makers. First place will get 
redeemable nickels , second, 
redeemable nickels and third, 
redeemable nickels. · 
DAILY· EASTERN NEWS 
Photographers 
Very 
Little 
... 
Experience 
Necessary 
< 
Needed 
• is a earner 
and· the desir 
to lear 
Come to · the pho�o meeting Monday in The Daily 
-Eastern -News Office, in the Buzzard Building 
at 6 p.m. , or call 58 1 -28 1 2  and ask for Dan Reible 
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TERSTAGE offers helping hand to music dept. 
1- one-year absence; the Eastern 
M u s i c  D e p. a r t m e n t ' s  
TAGE benefit show will return 
Saturday and Sunday at E.L. 
, 1405 Fourth St. 
the show was replaced by the 
oom for Art" production to raise 
or the Fine Arts Department. 
cabaret show will feature the 
Jazz Band and_ Show Choir along 
guest performance by alumnus 
· e• -Oharleston • nat1ve said 
music department chair James Krehbiel .  $ 10 arid are still available for Sunday's also emcee the program. 
The proceeds from the benefit will be show from the Music Department and The 34-year old singer/ dancer moved 
used as a supplement to the Talented E . L .  Krackers. to New York after graduating from 
Student Awards, Grants-in-Aid and the " (The format) is a popular one because Eastern in 1 975 with a bachelor's degree 
Fund for Excellence scholarships offered it deals with jazz ,"  Krehbiel said . "It's in vocal music . He performed in the off-
to music students. always popular. "  broadway production of On a Clear Day 
The music department sold out all of its The Jazz Ensemble will open the pro- in 1979 before spending five years at 
$50 tickets for Friday night's perfor- gram with a tribute to Stan Kenton and Radio City Music Hall from 1980 to 
mance , but there are still seats available Woody Herman pieces from the '50s . - . 1985 . · 
for Saturday and Sunday. Furry , who has been one of the The Eastern Show Choir will close out 
Saturday's show. starts at 6 : 30 p. m .  "featured performers in all three , shows, the show with numbers from several time 
while Sunday's matinee gets underway at will follow the jazz ensemble and sing periods . The group is under the direction 
1 : 30 p . m .  Krehbiel said tickets for the ,_several Bro�cjway show tunes. He. will ., . oi Rabert.MtiJS:7 ....  v .- .  • ,_, '"" ' · '  
Satutda' • �hki' 'Su•n'cfa' ' • ft · ws · �re ·�rl!' • · 
.. 
Soap buffs can clean-up with trivia game cards 
Terri Thornton, public relations ad 
of Sive Associates, Cincinnati , Ohio, 
distribution of the product takes a I 
·.time . "There are some pockets of the 
tion where ifs not out yet ."  
By JULIE LEWIS 
Managing editor 
Who caught the bridal bouquet at Luke' 
and Laura's wedding? 
Why Laura's ex-husband ,  Scotty 
Baldwin , of course . . 
'N �....., .__ 
She said a few of the companies 
had picked up the product in the Mid 
are Kroger, Thriftway . Drugs 
Walmart. However, Cindy Myersc 
toys department mana�� !�� V.:a; 
700 U J  T • . . • 
- �  .,., . Lineo1n Ave . , said the pr 
Soap opera buffs can now brush up on 
the unbelievable pasts and shocking 
secrets of their favorite stars , by playing 
the newest addition to the· trivia band­
wagon , "Soap Opera Challenge . "  
The card game is a product of U . S .  She said· the trivia questions begin with 
the very orig. ins of earh �hG� '.::: : 
re .. 1alned <?!! ��� ;.;;tH �he Was hired . hasn't reached the Charleston store 
"Walmart distnbutes according to· 
size� and we are one of the s 
stores, "  Myerscough said . "If we do 
we'll be one of the last to get it . "  
Playing Card Co. , Cincinnati , Ohio and 
was released on the market on Oct. 1 .  
said Su�n Rt,.�lr .:-;-,;:;.,!.;�- · f
. 
--- · ·  �.,,.-. ,- · · ·-· ""'ung manager o 
new products for the card company; 
. • . _ _ . _  · - - - · · · vve u:oinht..-.- h · t d th 1 t f" ·· �·::s " '"'u eav1er owar e as 1ve 
years of the programs, "  Black said . 
-The idea for the card game originated 
with Massachuesetts soap fan Kate Cur­
ran , Black added . "She realized that soap 
opera's strengths appealed to the 
masses . "  
She said each Soap Opera Challenge 
game contains 54 question and answer 
cards and a die with emblems of each of 
the six categories. The categories include: 
Black said the series· of six card games 
features 300 questions each on the most 
popular soap operas: Guiding Light, All 
My Children,  General Hospital, The 
Young and the Restless, As The World 
Turns and Days of our Lives. 
Love Affairs and Friendships, The Family 
Tree , Characters and Circumstance , 
Disappearing Acts, It's a Crime and 
Challenge Plus . 
"We shipped in a large amount 
West Coast and they sold out befo 
advertisements ran , "  Black said , a 
so far the reaction has been positive. 
She said the company is already p 
ing a sequel to the series, but wo 
disclose the details of the new gam 
will be a similar format with a few er 
twists , "  Black said . "Besides, the 
always goes on . "  
"We basically watched the ratings on 
the shows , "  Black said . "We chose the 
top six , which gave us a good cross sec­
tion for a broad range of women . "  
Black said Curran then researched the 
histories of the soap operas and came up 
with all of the questions. "She brought 
the idea to the company two or three · 
years ago , but no one here knew what to 
do with it , "  Black said , adding the idea 
She said the card games range 
anywhere from $2.99 to $3 . 99 retail 
price depending on what outlet they are 
bought from . "We wanted to keep it at a 
very attractive price ,"  Black added . "We 
wanted_it to be an impulse item . "  
lchurches� l 1 Music _ ___.� l . Charleston Motor Inn "Blue Skies , "  a soft rock and 
Top 40 band , will perform at the 
Charleston Motor Inn , 920 W.  
Lincoln Ave . ,  Friday and Satur­
day from 9 p . m .  to 1 a . m .  No 
cover . 
Charleston Alliance Church 
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30 
a . m .  at the Charleston Motor 
Inn , 920 W. Lincoln Ave . · 
Charleston Bible Center 
Services will be held at 10 :30 
a . m .  and 6 p . m .  at 2605 Un!ver­
sity Drive . 
Christian Campus Fellowship 
Services will be held at 10 :30 
a . m .  at 223 1 S. Fourth St. 
Church of Christ 
Services will be held at 10 : 30 
a . m .  at 9 1 7  Woodlawn Drive . 
First Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 9 : 20 
a . m .  at 2800 University Drive . 
First Christian Church 
Services will be held at 9 a . m .  
at 4 1 1  J.ackson Ave . 
First Presbyterian Church 
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30 
a . m .  at 3 1 1  Seventh St . 
Immanuel Lutheran Church 
Services will be held at 8: 15 
and 10:45 a . m .  at 902 
Cleveland Ave . The Lutheran 
Student Fellowship will be held 
at 5 p . m .  
Newman Catholic Community 
Services will be held at 5 p . m .  
Saturday , 8 a . m .  and 9 : 30 a . m .  
-Sunday -at- St . ..Charles, 92 1- -
Madison , and at 6 : 30 p . m .  
Saturday and 1 1  a . m .  Sunday in 
Buzzard Auditorium . 
Praise Assembly of God 
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30 
a . m .  and 6 : 30 p . m .  at the 
Newman Center on Ninth and 
Lincoln . Sunday schoel will be 
held at 9 : 30 a . m .  
University Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 1 0 : 30 
a . m .  at 1 505 Seventh St. Sun­
day school will be held at 9 : 30 
a . m .  
Wesley U nited· Methodist 
Church 
Services will be held at 8 : 30 
· and 1 1  a . m .  at 2206 Fourth St. 
Sunday school will be held at 
9 : 50 a . m .  
Boomer's w / a  Twist 
"Stage Fright" will perform 
Top 40 rock at Boomer's w/a 
Twist, 506 W .  Lincoln Ave. , Fri­
day from 9 p . m .  to 1 a . m .  No 
cover . · Page One Tavern 
. "Capt . Rat and the Blind 
Rivets ,"  a '50s and '60s show 
band , will perform Saturday 
from 9 p . m .  to 1 a . m .  $4 cover . 
T . G . I . F . - Friday night Top of 
Roe's at Page One Tavern , 410 
Sixth St .  A DJ will provide music 
from 9 p . m .  to 1 a . m .  $3 cover . 
� 
s-�R�$ 
w;" TWIST 
Presents 
Fri: STAGE FRIGHT TOP 40 
Rock n' Roll Band-No Cover 
Sat: Captain Rat and the Blind Rivets 
$4 COVER 
age av ern 
Friday Four O'Clock Ciub In Library 
50¢ 1 6  oz. Beer 'til 7:00 50¢ 
· 
Friday Nlght-TGIF Upstairs 
Saturday Night Upstairs-no cover 
Hootannan Hobos 
1 ay a 
Free Beer for You & Your Friends 
Buy 2 · Pitchers of Mille·r and ' 
Receive 1 FREE Birthday T-Shirt 
f B l .DAY 
G R AN D 
BA L L ROOM 
6:30 & 9:00 p.m .  
. 
ADM . $1 .00 
28 N THE VERGE OF THE WEEKEN ' 
"Hootenanny Hobo's" will 
perform rock and folk classics 
Saturday night from 9 p . m .  to 1 
a . m .  No cover. 
Ted's Warehouse 
"Alibye" will perform Top 40 
rock Friday night at Ted's 
Warehouse , 102 N. Sixth St . , 
from 9 : 30 p . m .  to 1 a : m .  
"Clockwork Orange ," a heavy 
metal group, comes to . Ted's 
Saturday from 9 : 30 p.m.  
a . m .  
N o  cover charge from 
p . m .  with coupon , $2 
after 10 p . m .  
The Uptowner 
"Chops, "  a jazz quartet, 
perform at The Uptowner, 
Monroe , during Happy 
fro� 4-6 p . m .  Friday . No c 
. 345-9. 1 4 1  PIZZA 345-9393 
1 00% Real Cheese 
Adducci Fami ly Restaurant 
(31 years in  the pizza business) 
71 6 ·Jackson St. (East of Downtown square 
CHEESE & ONE INGREDIENT 
SMALL $3.95 
MEDIUM $4.95 
LARGE $5.95 
+ Sales 
tax 
+ FREE THICK c·RUST OR FREE 
SOFT DRINK - {JUST ASK FOR IT) 
FREE DELIVERY - WEEKDAYS 5- 1 0 p . m .  
FRIDAY & SATURDAYS 5- 1 2 p. m .  
{closed Sundays) 
Psychology. · Majors 
,... .� 
Today is am McGown's 50th 
birthday. If you have had- h im as 
a teacher, cal l h im at 345-6503 
to wish h im a Happy Birthday . .  
al bands to 'jam' at Ted's 
Clockwork Orange 
' ·out the jams this 
t Ted's Warehouse, 
St. 
Dll'luln,.. C'..: �. ;...!.. -- � ·:! ! :ltlay acorn 
to 1 a . m . , and 
Clockwork Orange , 
Saturday from 8 
c we play now is the 
p 40 and appeals 
er college students , "  
, the college-top-40 
original form does 
appeal to Alibye . 
Is a dance-orientated 
band, "  Schwabe said . "And we 
are frustrated with songs on the 
radio. We're pretty good with 
rearranging the music to put 
more into it. "  
Schwabe also commented , 
"We play a wide variety of music 
including old rock 'n' roll in our 
own style . "  
Alibye . will b e  playing songs 
from Tears for Fears, The Police 
and Los Lobos. 
Alibye might also be on hand 
at Ted's Saturday night to take­
in the show of Clockwork 
Orange , a band with a heavier 
sound than Alibye . -
"They're one of our favorite 
bands , and one of the ·best b.ands 
around , "  Schwabe said . 
Clockwork Orange will be per­
forming some originals along 
with songs from Aerosmith , 
AC/DC , . Bon Jovi , Queen , 
· Dokken , Led Zeppelin and 
others . 
"We will basically be playing 
I (lilte-x , .> .J rast.T 
- - - 1 LIQUORS Wa)j PACKAGE Side 
danceable · rock 'n' roll , "  lead 
singer Mike Hussler said . The 
band also features Peter Baile'y 
on bass, Eddie Eselby on drums 
and Andy Bailer on lead guitar. 
"The crowd is usually rowdy, 
and they're all there to party , "  
Hussler added . 
"Clockwork Orange is a band 
based originally out of Cham: 
paign and Decatur, "  Bailey said . 
"It has been aro.und for about 
five years . There has been a lot 
of versions of the band, an'd 
most of the versions had person­
nel rearrangements but tfie first 
was based out of original songs . "  
When asked about the origin 
of the nam e ,  Clockwork 
Orange , Bailey said , "The name 
was futuristic, it had potential 
and some kind of flavor to it . "  · 
· Clockwork Orange usually 
performs in central Illinois , and 
in about a month , the band will 
record a demo tape with hopes 
of landing a recording contract . 
.1.1From A Keg To A el'Jn" 
SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE 
FRIDAY, SATURDA Y ,  SUNDAY ARISTOCRAT 
· VODKA 
& GIN 
1 l i ter  
BACAR D I  
R U M  
750 M L  
569 
Rebate  
200 
DEWAR'S 
White  Label  
F ina l  369 
Cost SCOTCH 
750 ML 
999 
Rebate 
5 00 
F ina l  499 
Cost 
' marriage no gift in long run 
ys it seems all my 
married or engaged. 
e with me , but every 
my girlfriend and I 
our conjugal cronies 
ve at the same dead 
are you two getting 
sentence , in fact, right next to 
each other . 
"Of course ,"  Rosie said . 
"Everybody gets free gifts when 
they get married . "  
"That does ·it!" I exclaimed .. 
"We're going to · the courthouse 
Monday and getting married . 
Then we'll just sit back and wait 
for all those free· gifts to come 
't bother me, but ·all rolling in . I sure could use some 
ut rings, dresses and free gifts, 'and, as you mention­
gets · my girlfriend a ed , there's also the joy of mar­
nt. She claims she ried life and the joy of ·a beautiful 
t." ceremony, but I guess I could 
she'll join the gang put up with those things for 
con me into getting some free gifts . "  
ally their arguments "Wait a minute , Brian , how 
ear and out the other do you expect to get any free 
to be a popular gifts if you don't have a recep­
verbal information · tion? Where dt> you expect 
ard me) , but last everybody to bring all those free 
almost gave in . gifts? You're gonna' have to rent 
nd and I went to one a wedding hall , "  Rosie explain­
te watering holes ed . 
our married friends, "Okay, "  I said . "We'll rent a 
Red Chekes. We wedding hall and have a recep­
ered a pitcQeLQf_g_uL .tiQn . That_c9uldn'.Lcost J]lore 
� but before I could than a couple hundred dollars, 
y whistle whetted, the could it?" 
' 
uestion arose . · "No, but you'll need to have a 
are you two getting dinner catered so the people br­
Rosie asked . inging you all those free gifts 
I snapped ,  "I'm too don't get hungry, and you'll 
married.  Besides, have to hire a band in case they 
pretty good fun being feel like dancing and you'll pro­
bably want to give them some 
beet and drinks so they'll feel like 
dancing,"  Rosie reasoned . 
e on , Brian, it's not 
ed said , making sure 
't get to do all the talk- "Gol-dang, this is starting to 
sound expensive , "  I countered . 
"But I guess all those free gifts 
added . "Just imagine will more than make up for it . "  
married life , the joy of ·· "You bet they will , Brian," 
ceremony, the joy of Red said . "After you pay for 
those free gifts, the those things, you'll be able to get 
a minute , Rosie , did 
'free gifts'?" I asked , 
had heard two of my 
words In the same 
more free gifts than you could 
ever imagine . "  · 
� "Well , there are just a few 
other minor things you'll need to 
. Pay for before the wedding, "  
Rosie said . 
"Like what?''. I asked . 
"Let's see , "  Rosie began . 
"You'll need the wedding rings; 1 
a tuxedo, designer, of course; a 
cake ; a wedding dress for your j 
bride, designer, of course and I 
decorations.  Good , you're 1 
writing all these things down . 
"Did I already mention the in­
vitations? , "  she asked . "Don't 
forget to get those printed up , 
and while you're taking care of 
those , you might as well order 
the 'thank you' notes to send to 
all those people who give you 
· free gifts . 
- "You also need someone to 
sing at the ceremony. And 
flowers, you could use our 
flowers, but they'rt:! not very 
pretty anymore . It seems to me 
.there's something else I'm forget- i 
ting . . .  a photogiapher! I almost ! 
forgot about the photographer. 
"A romantic honeymoon , 
money clips for the groomsmen, 
the � man:ia� _ _  lic;.ense::-:you'll 
need that to make the whole 
thing official- one of those rolls 
of white paper they put on the 
floor in the church and the 
minister's fee . Heck , that 
oughtta do it ."  
"So now that you know all the 
things you'll n�ed for the wed­
ding, when are you two getting 
married?" Red asked. 
"Never!" I screamed, as I rip­
ped up my list . "Free gifts cost 
too much!" 
of the weekend 
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FRIDAY 
6:00 p.m. 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3, 7 ,  1 0, 2 7-News 
1 0-Cheers 
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer 
Newshour 
2 5-Family Ties 
26-Three's Company 
WE IU-E IU Connection 
CBN-Remington Steele 
CNN-Moneyline 
ESPN-Sport5center 
LIF-Family 
NIK-You Can't Do That on 
Television 
TNN-You Can Be A Star 
USA-Airwolf 
6:05 p.m. 
30-Andy Griffith· 
6:30 p.m. 
2-Jeopardy! 
3-PM Magazine 
7-Hollywood Squares 
1 0-Bamey Miller 
2 5-Cheers 
26-Love Connection 
CNN-Crossfire 
ESPN-Magic Years in Sports 
NIK-Mr. Wizard's World 
TNN-Fandango 
6:35 p.m. 
30-Sanford and Son 
7:00 p.m. 
2 , 27..:...Rags to Riches 
3 , 25-Beauty and the Beast 
7-Full House 
1 0-Movie:  "Breakout. "  
1 2-Washington Week in­
Review 
WEIU-Film Classic Theatre· 
CBN-Paper Chase 
CNN-News: 
Shaw/Waters/Will iams 
ESPN-NFL's Greatest 
Moments 
LIF-Lady Blue 
NIK-Car 54 
· TNN-Nashville Now 
USA-Movie: "Andy Warhol's 
Dracula. " 
7:05 p.m. 
39-NBf.i �W'!tball M 
{:�O P·l'L · �fiU1·i"r - · 
7-1 Married Dora 
1 2-Wall Street Week 
NIK-Mister Ed 
8:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Miami Vice 
3,25-Dallas 
7-Mr. Belvedere 
1 2-Great Performances 
CBN-700 Club 
CNN-Larry King Live 
LIF-Movie: "The Suicide 
Murders." 
NIK-My Three Sons 
- 8:30 p.m. 
7-Pursuit of Happiness 
NIK-Donna Reed 
TNN-Mouth of the South 
9:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Private Eye 
3 , 2 5-Falcon Crest 
7 , 26-2020 
1 0-News 
1 2-Peter, Paul and Mary in 
Central America 
CBN-Straight Talk 
CNN-News: Walker/Hart 
NIK-Rowan & Martin's 
Laugh-in 
TNN-Crook and Chase 
USA-Movie: "Andy Warhol's 
Frankenstein . "  
9:20 p.'m. 
30-Portrait of America 
9:30 p.m. 
1 Q-I NN News 
WEIU-News Scan 5 1  
CBN-Last Frontier 
ESPN-Hamess Racing 
NIK-Monkees 
TNN-Video Country 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 7 , 25 , 2 7-News 
1 0-Jeffersons 
2 6-Tales from the Darkside 
WEIU-81gn Off 
CBN-Remington Steele 
CNN-Moneytine 
LIF-Way Off Broadway 
NIK-Ann Sothem 
TNN-.You Can Be A Star 
1 0-.20 p.m. 
30-Night Tracks 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Tonight 
3 , 2 5-MASH 
1 0-Magnum; P. I .  
1 2-Movie: "Lust For Life . "  A . 
valiant attempt to dramatize 
the life of Dutch Painter 
Vincent van Gogh. 
2 5-Friday the 1 3th 
26-Nightline 
CNN-Sports 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
NIK-I Spy 
TNN-Nashville Now 
1 0:35 p.m. 
7-Fighting Il l ini 
1 0:45 p.m. 
7-Wtn, Lose, or Draw 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Star Trek 
2 6-PTL Club 
CBN-Bums and Allen 
CNN-News: Walker/Hart 
ESPN-Wrestling 
LIF-Dr. Ruth 
USA-Movie: "The Terror of 
Tiny Town. "  
1 1 :1 5  p.m. 
7-Frlday the 1 3th 
1 1 :20 p.m. 
Night Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2 , 27-Late Night with David 
Letterman 
1 0-Movie: "The Breakfast 
Club."  
2 5-star Trek: The Next 
Generation 
CBN-Best of Groucho 
NIK-Car54 
1 1 :45 p.m. 
7-Superlor Court 
Midnight 
3-Barnaby Jones 
2 6-NOAA Weather Service 
CBN-Jack Benny 
CNN-Cros8fire 
ESPN-Speedweek 
LIF-To be announced 
NIK-Mister Ed 
TNN-Mouth of the South 
SATURDAY 
6:00 p.m. 
2-Hee Haw 
3 , 2 7-News 
7-Gimme A Break 
, 1 0 , 2 6-lt's a Living 
1 2-Lawrence Welk 
CBN-Campbells 
CNN-Crossfire 
LIF-Sneak Previews 
NIK-Rated · K :  For Kids By Kids 
-TNN-Country Kitchen 
USA-New Mike Hammer 
WEIU-Europe: The Mighty 
Continent 
8:30 p.m. 
3-9 to 5 
7-Three's Company 
1 a-Mama's Fami!y 
26-She's the Sheriff 
2 7-Wheel of Fortune 
CBN-Butterfly ISiand 
CNN-Sports 
ESPN-eollege Football 
LIF-Movie: "Flamingo Road . "  
NIK-Bad News Bears 
TNN-This week in Country 
Music 
7:00 p.m .. 
2 , 2 7-Facts of Life 
3 , 2 5-Movie: "Agatha 
Christie's 'Dead Man's Folly . "  
7-Sable 
1 0-Movie: " Hombre . "  
1 2-Wonderworks 
- 26-Movie: "The Love Bug . 
CBN-Movie: "Nothing 
Scared. " A small· town girl 
feigns an incurable i l lness for a 
New York Fling. 
CNN-News 
N IK-Rowan & Martin's Laugh· 
in 
TNN-Grand Ole Opry Live 
Backstage 
USA-Movie :  "It's Alive. "  
WEIU-Some Call i t  .Jazz 
7:05 p.m . . 
30-Movie: "Pillars in the Sky. " 
Indians oppose the U.S. 
Cavalry's attempts to build a 
road and fort on their land. 
7:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-227 
NIK-Mister Ed 
TNN-Grand Ole Opry Live 
8:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Golden Girls 
7-0hara 
1 2-Movie: "To KHI a 
Mockingbird. "  
CNN-Showbiz Week 
NIK-My Three Sons 
TNN-Tomming Hunter 
WEIU-Best Sellers 
8:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Amen 
CBN-Catch the Spirit 
CNN-This week in Japan 
LIF-Way Off Broadway 
NIK-Donna Reed 
9:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Hunter 
3 , 2 5-West 57t 
7 , 26-Hotel 
1 0-News 
48 • ON THE Y.ERGE.Of. THf. WEEKEND . 
C�aper Chase 
CNN-News 
NIK-I Spy 
TNN-Country Kitchen 
USA-Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents 
WEIU-Bergerac 
9:05 p.m. 
30-Cousteau/ Amazon 
9:30 p.m. 
1 0-News 
LIF-Our Group 
TNN-CountryclipS 
USA-Ray Bradbury Theater 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 ,3 , 7 , 25 , 2 7-News 
1 O-Hogan's Heros 
2 6-Movie: "Gunfight at the 
O. K. Corral. " 
CBN-John Ankerberg 
CNN-Pinnacle 
ESPN-College Football 
LIF-Lady Blue 
NIK-Mad Movies with the L.A. '  
Connection 
WEIU-Sign 0ff 
USA-Movie: "Shame. "  
1 0:05 p.m. 
30-Night Tracks Chartbusters 
1 0:1 0 p.m. 
1 2-Fresh Fields 
1 0:20 p.m. 
7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Saturday Night Live 
3-Movie: "Flight to 
Holocaust. "  
1 0-Movie: "Guadalcanal 
Diary. "  
1 2-Heimat 
2 5-Movie: "The Breakfast 
Club . "  
CBN-Zola Levitt 
CNN-Sports 
NIK-Monkees 
TNN-This week in Country 
M usic 
1 0:35 p.m. 
7-News 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
· CBN-Music of Compassion 
CNN-News 
UF-To be announced 
NIK-Huey Lewis 
TNN-Grand Ole Opry Live 
Backstage 
1 1 :05, p.m. 
30-Nlght Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
CNN-E\tans and Novak 
TNN-Gran Ole Opry Live 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
7-Entertalnment This Week 
Midnight 
2-Amertca's Top 1 o · 
26-News 
CBN-Love Your Skin 
CNN-News · 
LIF-To be announced 
TNN-Movie: "Under Nevada 
Skies . "  
· 
USA-Night Flight 
�UNDAY 
6:00 p.m. 
2 , 2 7-0ur House 
3 , 2 5-60 Minutes 
7 , 26-Disney Movie 
1 2-Austin City Limits 
30-Movie : "Big Jake . "  A 
rancher tracks down the 
o'utlaw gand that kidnaped his 
grandson for a million dollar 
ranson . 
WEIU-Dick Powell Theatre 
CBN-Crossbow 
CNN-News 
ESPN-NFL Primetime 
LIF-AMA Video Clinic 
NIK-Mad Movies with the 
L.A.  Connection 
USA-Riptide 
8:1 0 p.m. 
CNN-one on One 
6:30 p.m. 
C BN-Last Frontier 
ISSG .---� 
VlfRltNIS V.W.S 11 M£11k­
'li/llM5 8'kJC .  
ACROSS 
i riii�;i!!:!g �ail 
5 Miles of jazz 
10 Kind of prof 
14 Elegance 
15 Coeur d' -, 
Idaho 
16 Tick's cousin 
17 Industrialist 
von Skoda 
18 Shipworm 
19 Danube hue 
20 Crawford-
MacMurray 
film : 1943 
23 Least feral 
24 Military 
storehouse 
25 195 and 40 
27 Uhlan weapons 
31 Ichabod 
Crane's 
domain 
36 Journalist I. F. 
37 Nautical 
record 
38 Done in 
40 Heredity 
factor 
41 Plumed bird 
44 Host of TV's 
"The Blue 
Angel " :· 1954 
47 E mulates Silas 
Marner 
49 Anagram for 
riot 
50 Berlin's  
"When ­
You " 
53 Three-horse 
Russian· 
vehicle 
57 Up for auction 
60 Patella site 
61 Clark Kent off 
screen 
62 Bathe 
63 Collar or jacket 
64 Neatness 
65 Protection 
66 Former Wol-
verine coach 
67 Deteriorates 
by use 
a:o Vu ,...t 
VO .1. u 1. ""  
DOWN 
1 Meadow sound 
2 Hip-moving 
dance 
3 Postulate 
4 Helpful · 
librarians 
5 Dilettantes 
6 Baseball  
family name 
7 Merrill's 
milieu 
8 Bungling 
9 " Perils of 
Pauline" was 
one 
10 Encompassing 
1 1  Farmland 
tower 
). 2 Bedazzle 
13 Ess follower 
21 Superlative 
endings 
22 A.p1. 
computers 
26 " Star Wars" 
captain 
28 Area -
29 City in Sicily 
30 Actor ·connery 
31 Lower corner 
of a square sail 
32 Renoir's 
" Dans la -" 
33 Pearl Mosque 
city 
34 It  fits a thole 
35 Aerosol output 
39 Storms from 
the Arctic 
42 Obvious 
43 Prefix with 
scope 
. - ' 
45 Early New 
Deal org. 
46 Small upswing 
on Wall Street 
48 Deep �;����� 
5 1  Metric 
measure 
52 Gardner's 
"- Calls It 
Murder" 
54 Likeness 
55 Actor 
McCarthy 
56 "There's no 
music in ­
. . .  " : Ruskin 
57 " Do -
others . . .  " 
58 Avant-garde 
59 Green 
preceder 
60 Cartoonist who 
created 
' ' Hazel" 
See page 9A for ans�ers 
C NN-Sports 
NIK-smothers Brothers 
TNN-lnside Winston Cup 
7 p.m. 
2 , 27-Family Ties 
3 , 2 5-Murder, She Wrote 
7 ,26-spencer: For Hire 
1 2-Nature 
WEIU-Blake's 7 
CBN-P� Chase 
CNN-News 
ESPN-NFL Football 
LIF-Physicians' Journal 
Update 
NIK-Golden Age of 
Television 
TNN-Motoworid 
USA-New Mike · Hammer 
7:30 p. m . 
2 , 2 7-My Two Dads 
1 0-At the Movies 
TNN-Hidden Heroes 
a:oo p.m. 
2 , 2 7-Movie: "Per�y Mason : 
The Case of the Scandalous 
Scoundrel . "  Mason defends a 
newswoman charged with 
killing 'her boss 
3 , 25-Movie: . "Mayflower 
Madam . "  
7 , 26-Dolly 
1 0-Star Search 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
30-National Geographic 
Explorer 
CBN-ln Touch 
CNN-Week In Review 
LIF-Cardiology Update 
NIK-Golden Age of 
Television 
TNN-Wish You Were Here 
USA-Cover Story ' _ 
8:30 p.m. 
LIF-lnternal Medicine Update 
TNN-Performance Plus 
USA-Hollywood Insider · 
9:00 p.m. 
1 0-News 
7 , 26-Buck James 
1 2-Mr. Palfrey of West­
minster. "  
CBN-Changed Lives 
CNN-News 
· 
_ 
_ LiF-Obstetrlcs/Gynecology 
Update 
NIK-I Spy 
TNN-Motoworld 
U SA-Robert Klein 
9:30 p.m. 
1 0-INN News 
G BN-Rock Alive 
UF-Milestones in Medicine 
TNN-America's Horse 
9:50 p.m. 
1 2-Prairie Pathways 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 7 , 2 5 , 2 7-News 
1 O-Tales from the Darkside 
1 2-To the Manor Born 
2 6-Hawaii Five-0 
·30-Sports Page 
CNN-Inside Business 
ESPN-Sportscenter 
LIF-Orthopaedic Surgery 
U pdate 
NIK-smothers Brothers 
TNN-Rodeo 
USA-Go For Your Dreams: 
Cash Flow 
1 0:20 p.m. 
7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-National G 
3-Star Trek 
1 0-Lou Grant 
1 2-Avengers 
2 5-star Search 
2 7-Movie: "Alter 
CBN-Ed Young 
CNN-Sports 
UF-lnternal M 
NIK-Monkees 
TNN-Celebrlty 
1 0:35 p. 
7-Ufestyles of the 
Famous 
1 1 :00 p. 
2 6-SOlid Gold in 
C NN-World Report_ 
ESPN-NFL Prime 
LIF-Herpes 
NIK-Stock Market 
TNN-American S 
Calvacade 
U SA-Love Your 
1 1 :30 p. 
2-r-Weekend with 
Chase 
3-Nite Cap 
1 0-Movie: "To H 
Have N ot ."  
1 2-IHinois Press 
2 5-Marblehead 
30-World Tom 
CBN-John Osteen 
LIF-Therapeutlc 
NIK-Keys to 
USA-Forever Y 
1 1 :35 
7-Movie:  "The 
Game. " 
�. ·FR DAY, NOVEMBER 1 3. 
I 
Friday , November t 3 ,  t 987 7A 
mber Music Series wi ll conti n ue Su nday 
Arts Center Chamber 
will hold their second 
for students. They can be purchased in 
advance at the music department office 
until 4 p.m. Friday. The Tarble Arts 
Center will also be SE:.Jing tickets up to 
one hour before the concert. 
Radtke and a committee of five 
booked the String Society for their · 
second concert of the series, 
dating his words, so as to understand 
every word," said Radtke. She added 
Hedlund is a well known song actor and 
has played many leading roles ip. opera. 
· Barbara Hedlund, Ronald Hedlund's 
wife , Dorothy Martirano , Peter 
Schaffer and Giullermo Perich are the 
other members of the String Society. 
the series titled "String 
p.m. Sunday in the main 
.. arble Arts G-enter. 
Music professor Anola Radtke is the 
chairman for the Chamber Music 
Series . .  
Radtke said the String Society 
consists of five people, featuring 
Ronald Gedlund, baritone player from 
the University of Illinois. 
"He (Hedlund) · is known for enun-$3.50 for adults and $2 
rn grad uate to host benefit 
for $10. 
T h e  3 4 - y e a r  o l d  
singer/dancer, who spent five 
years performirig at the 
prestigious Radio City Music 
Hall, now works for Sotheby's, 
one of the most exclusive fine 
art auction houses in New 
York. 
However, Furry's lif'� was not 
always as fast-paced · as it is 
n,ow. In fact, he was quite 
reserved while growing up on a 
farm outside of Charleston. 
into a musical theater in New 
York City," Furry said. ''It's 
been an incredible learning 
experience. 
''I feel I have a better grasp 
on the world by moving into 
one of the bigger cities. New 
York is an international city, 
and that's been an intriguing 
and incredible learning ex­
perience.'' 
''I think it's amusing that I'm 
Saturday shows a farmboy who found his way 
· Furry said it was his small­
town upbringing that has 
allowed him to survive in New 
York without getting burned 
out. 
- -
--... 
over 1 988 I 
d e  I 
ed I 
enda r I 
color photos of I College women. 
to: I I I I 
____ .. 
s100 
ALL 
TIMES CHARLESTON 
STARTS TONITE!  
MOLLY RINGWALD 
ROBERT DOWNEY 
.. The · 
Pick· 
up Artist 
IPG-ll( 
FRllSAT NITE 7:1 5 • 9:1 5 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:1 5 PM 
SUN-THURS NITE 7:1 5 
STARTS TONITE! 
'limo thy 
Hutton 
Kelly 
McGmis 
/llADE 
IN � 
HEAJIEN 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:00 • �:1 0 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 
' SUN-THURS NITE 7:00 
"'*'0%;@'f8;$$i;;:;r;;mjli0i: _____ MATTOON 
RHA to join beach bash 
By JEFF SMITH 
Staff writer 
The Residence Hall 
'Association will be at­
tending the Beach Party 
Dance, . hosted by Millikin 
University, Saturday at the 
Ambassador Hotel in 
Decatbr, RHA announced 
Thursday. 
National Communications 
·coordinator (NCC) Lynette 
Woods said ffiHA (Illinois 
Residence Hall Association) 
always plans exchanges, like 
:the .Millikin dance, between 
; its member schools. "l would 
say 10 out of the 14 (IRHA) 
schools will be there (at the 
dance)," she said. 
Five ffiHA universities 
attended the RHA haunted 
house at Eastern in October. 
The RHA attended the 
Great Lakes Affiliate of 
College and University 
R e s i d e n c e  H a l l s  
(GLACURH) conference in 
Dayton, Ohio, over the 
weekend. 
s210 
ALL !HOWi 
DrrOI\[ 6 ,M 
STARTS TONITE! HELD OVER! 
SUSPECr �� 
- CHER . DENNIS QUAID ; 'i f . PATRICK 
Suspicioii ... 
.Suspense ... 
FRI/SAT NITE 4:45 • 7:1 0 •9:�0 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00. 
SUN-THURS NITE 4:45 • 7:1 0 
Mlt , SWAYlE 
. JENNIFER 
· , GREY 
IPG-•>I 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:00 • 7:1 5 •9:20 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 1 :00 • 3:00 
SUN-THURS NITE 5:00 • 7:1 5 
'----------------..,----------------
Her life 
hasn 't been the same 
since her death. 
SHELLEY LONG 
HELLO 
AGAIN 
GONE TODAY. 
HERE TOMORROW. 
o.mbvled by BUINA VlilA llCIUIEI DllTllBUllON 
C l987 8UINA VllTlllCTURll O�Ti18UllON 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:1 0 • 7:1 5 • 9:20 
SAT/SUN MAT 1 :1 0  • 3:1 0 SUN-THURS NITE 5:1 0 • 7:1 5 
"THE BFSf TllRIUER PVE SEEN IN YEW .. 
CLOSE AND DOUGLAS nJRN IN 11IE PERFORMANCES 
<F TIIEIR CAREF.RS. •• HIGll WIRE 111RILJS!' 
FRl/SAT NITE 4:45 • 7:1 0 • 9:30 
SAT/SUN MAT 2:00 PM . SUN-THURS NITE 4:45 • 7:1 0 
STARTS TONITE ! 
WT EllimmlT PlallSlllll • Pm!llS- .,.11$11 fl:lllS A _... mlll 
.. nNHB .  ,. _  .. • lllD m W!ll R·- -· .. 
--1111 -... .. ... _Sllll l• Slll ... ............. _.. ... w llRI .,.,. • �--111 ..... 1111t 1111 --• at rua  £ -�-=ir=- ••wr �1111 11 - - • - · • -
FRI/SAT NITE 5:00 • 7:00 • 9:1, 0 . 
SAT/SUN MAT. 1 :00 • 3:00 SUN-THURS NITE 5:00 • 7:00 
Fr i day ' s  
• t• d d 8A November 1 3, t 98�1ass1 1e a s 
Report error• immediately at 581 -211 2. A carr 
appear In th• next edition. Unlen notified, we 
reaponalble for an Incorrect ad after lta first 
DNdllne 2 p.m. prevlou• day. 
CB' Services Offered 
"MY SECRETARY" RESUM E  
packages and typing services. 
Reasonable prices, excellent 
service. 903 1 8th . 345· 1. 1 50 .  
9 a . m .  t o  5 p . m .  
________ 1 2/ 1 1 
C O P Y · X  2 0 7  L i n c o l n , 
Charleston, I I .  ( 2 1 7)345·63 1 3. 
TYPESETTING RESU M E  
SPECIALS. 
_________ 1 2/ 1 1 
N e e d  T y p i n g  D o n e ?  
Professional Typist Call 345· 
2 59 5  after 4 : 30 pm. 
________ 1 1 / 1 9 
HATE ENGLISH? I HAVE THE 
ANSWER.  SPECIALIZED HELP. 
5 8 1 ·2 1 98. 
________ . 1 1 / 1 9  
"Need someone to do your 
typing at low rates?" Call Jean at 
345·6759 after 5 : 00.  
_______ cMWF/00 
· CB' Help Wanted 
HELP We cannot fill our or­
ders. We have an urgent need 
for :  Bank Tellers, Data Entry 
Operators, Bank Bookkeepers , 
Proof Operators, & General 
C lerical . Apply in person , 
Western Temporary Services, 
1 5 1 3  University, Charleston. 
E O E / M / F / H .  W E S T E R N  
TEMPORARY SERVICES. 
-------___,,-.,-,1 1 / 1 3 R E S O R T  H O T E L S , 
C r u i s e l i n e s ,  A i r l i n e s  & 
Amusement Parks NOW ac­
cepting applications for summer 
jobs, internships and career 
positions. For i nformation & 
l!PPl icatio n ·  wr ite Nat ional 
Collegiate Recreation,  P .O.  Box 
807 4 Hilton Head Island, SC 
2 9938. 
_________ 1 1 / 1 6 
Acts for the Subway's STUPID 
H U MAN TRICKS CONTEST in  
exchange for great prizes! ! !  
1 1  / 1 3 ....,D,...,E,,_L
-
IV
-
E-::R
-
Y�D-=R"""1v=E=R=s....,- w,..,.·ant to 
hire four full time delivery 
drivers. Apply in person at Jimmy 
John's before 1 1  a.m. and after 
2 p . m .  
________ 1 1  / 1 9 
Earn extra money. Sell Avon . 
Call Pam at 359· 1 5 77 or Cheryl . 
at 235-247 1 or Jan at 258· 
8 1 1 5 . 
__________oo 
OVERSEAS JOBS . .  Summer, 
yr. round. Europe, S. Amer. , 
Am1tralia, Asia. All fields. $900· 
2000 mo, Sightseeing. Free 
info. Write IJC , PO Bx 52- IL03 
Corona Del Mar,  CA 92625.  
_________ 1 2/ 1  
Wanna make GOOD money? 
Charleston Elks '�\.'king for 
good wait_re:o';..\C� :antastic 
cook. re- 111...\' ... . \JO, ask· for 
Diana � �- 345-2646 or 
_345-946ti. 
_________ 1 1 / 1 3 
M E D I C A L  R E C O R D  
TEC H N I C I A N :  Sarah Bush 
Uncoln Health Center has an 
immediate part time opening for a 
medical record tech nician.  
Knowledge of medical record or 
record keeping procedures 
.,..,erred. If interested, please 
complete an application at or 
send resume to: Department of 
Human Resources, Sarah Bush 
Lincoln Health Center, P.O. Box 
3 7 2 ,  Mattoon, IL 6 1 938-0372 .  
Direct questions to: 348-2532.  
SBLHC is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
-.,,.....,,..-.,,....--...,--,-.,---1 1 / 1 3 Full time night manager for 
battered women and children. 
Live-in position , 1 1  p . m .  to 8 
a. m . ,  Sunday through Friday. 
Room and board provided, plus 
salary. Send resume, with 
references, to Coalition Against 
Domestic Violence, PO Box 
7 3 2 ,  Charleston, IL. 6 1 920.  
________1 1 / 1 7 
CEr Adoption 
Loving couple seeks to adopt 
infant. Confidential. Medical 
expenses paid. Call Norma 
collect ( 3 1 2)-3 7 7 -8 1 8 1 . 
--------,---1 1 / 1 3 
We wish to adopt a baby. We 
are a happily married, childless, 
Caucasian couple in our 30's. 
Please call ( 3 1 2)  545-8958 any 
time. 
________ 1 1 / 1 8 
ADOPTING a baby and 
becoming a family is our Number 
1 priority. Your baby will have a . 
tremendous amount of love, a 
happy home and a full-time mom. 
Medical & legal expenses will be 
paid by us. Confidental and 
legal . Please call us collect 1 · 
8 1 5-2 2 9- 1 423.  Thank You ! 
________ c 1 1 / 1 3  
ADOPTION : Happily married 
white couple eager to adopt an 
infant. We offer love and many 
opportunities to . explore l ife. 
Your child will grow up in a large 
renovated Victorian home. Call 
collect ( 3 1 2)-47 7-3639. Best 
times: after 7 :00 p . m .  or 
weekends. 
______ c 1 1 / 1 3 , 2 0 , 2 4  
Chi ldless, affectionate couple 
seek to adopt infant. We offer 
love, stability, and a large ex­
tended family. Willing to meet 
with you . Call collect anytime 
( 3 1 2 )  524-964 1 . 
__________· 1 / 1 1  
[Er Rides/Riders 
Need someone to commute 
with from Effingham to Eastern , 
during December. Will help with 
gas. 342·3369.  
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
ca' Roommates 
Desperately seeking female 
slibleaser, spring semester. 
Rent negotiable. Call 348· 1 659.  
----=-----::,-,- 1 1  / 1 3 H E L P !  Female Subleaser 
needed for spring semester .  
CALL 345- 9 7 9 1 . 
--,.---------=-1 1  / 1 9 Need your own room? Large 
private bedroom in Brittany 
R i d g e . Female s u b l easer 
needed. NICE APT. , NICE 
GIRLS.  Laura 345- 1 049.  
________ 1 1 / 1 6 
Female subleaser needed for 
spring.  Nice house, own room, 
close to campus, low utilities. 
Call Jackie 348-5066. 
_________ 1 1 / 1 3 
CEr Roommates 
Male subleasers needed. 2nd 
St. 348-5593 . 
1 1  / 1 3 _
F
_
E
_
M
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--oS"'.""U:'=:B"'.""L"=cEA.,...S::::E=R for 
Spring. $ 1 95 per month. All 
utilities inclu .  Own room. For 
info. call Kim 345-6 7 2 7 .  
_________1 1 / 1 3 
M ALE SUBLEASER NEEDED: 
Av,ailable immediately, or for 
spring semester. One block from 
campus, newly remodeled Loft· 
style apartment with skylight. 
Furnished, very clean , cheap 
ut i l i t ies ,  great room mate . 
$ 1 40/mo. Call Budd or Laura 
345- 1 049. 
--------�1 1 / 1 3 
Graduating, must find male 
su bleaser ,  R oyal H e i g hts 
apartments , just behind White 
Hen; own room , two bathrooms, 
$200 per month, call 348-8098 
and ask for Kurt. 
________ 1 1  /20 
[B' for Rent 
Apartment for Two for Spring 
semester. Olde Towne Apart· 
ments. Dishwasher, garbage 
disposer, excellent location . Call 
Sheila 345-2363. 
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
Apartment for sublease spring 
semester, low utilities, rent 
$ 1 50. 345· 1 095.  
_________ 1 1 / 1 3 
2 males needed to sublet 2 
bdrm . apt. Close to campus, 
q u i e t ,  newly remodeled.  
Available Jan . 348-8063. 
_________ 1 1 /2 0  
Female subleaser needed 
desperately! Spring semester. " Furnished, close to campus. 
Low rent. Call 345-7 448. 
-------,.----1 1 / 1 6 
Female Subleaser needed 
Spring Semester. Own room, 
rent negotiable. 345-60 1 6 . 
-----=--=--=---=-=-==-1 1 I 1 3  
APARTMENT FOR RENT, 
SPRING SEMESTER .  FUR­
NISHED, A/C WATER AND 
GARBAGE PAID.  751 6th . 
$ 1 65.  STEVE 345-608 1 . 
_________ 1 1 /30 
ATTENTION :  Seeking 1 -2 
female subleasers for C UTE, 
furnished apartme n t-VERY 
C LOSE to cam p u s .  FUN 
neighbors and a GREAT lan­
dlord. 3_45-7 554.  
________ 1 1 / 1 8 
Female Subleasers needed for 
spring semester. Furnished 
apartment, close to campus. 
345- 1 606. 
________ 1 1 /2 0  
Campus clips 
U nity Beptlat Church is having a fellowship, Sunday, Nov. 1 6  at 3 
p . m .  in the University Baptist Church.  Everyone is invited to attend 
Choir rehearsel is held every Saturday at 3 p . m .  in FAM in 0 1 3 .  
Christian- Campus Fellowship i s  having Sunday Morning Worship 
Nov. 1 5  at 1 0 : 30 a .m.  at the Christian Campus House 2 2 3 1  S. 4th 
St. (just behind Lawson Hall). Come at 9 : 4 5  for coffee and donuts. At 
5 :00 there will be a cost supper. For rides or Info. call 345-6990. 
Newm•n C•thollc Community is having. a hospitality dinner Nov. 
1 5, at 5: 00 p. m. at the Newman Center. A· 50 cent donation or a 
canned good donation is asked for. These donations go towards the 
Needy Families of Charleston. 
Newm.n Catholic Community is having a free movie Nov. 1 4 , at 
8 :00 in the Newman Center. Come see "Hoosiers" with free popcorn 
and drinks. 
Campus Clips are published daily. free of charge, as a public service 
to the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News 
officeby noon one business day before date to be published (or date 
of event) .  Information should include event, name of sponsoring 
organization, (spelled out no Greek letter abbreviations) ,  date, time 
and place of event, plus any other pertinent information. " Name and 
phone number of submitter must be included. Clips containing 
conflicting or confusing information will not be run if submitter cannot 
be contacted. Clips will be edited for space available. Clips submitted 
after noon of deadline day cannot be guaranteed publication. No clips 
will be taken by phone. Cllpa wlll be ru.n one day only for 1ny evenl 
CEf' For Rent 
STU D E N T  APARTME NTS 
STILL AVAILABLE FOR ONE , 
· TWO, OR FOUR PEOPLE . · 
PRICE STARTING AS LOW AS 
$ 1 20 PER MONTH EAC H .  
APARTMENT RENTALS 8 2 0  
Lii\ ;QLN, 348-7 7  4 6 .  
. 00 
Dorm Size refrigerators and 
microwaves still available for 
rent, also vacuums $5 per day. 
348-7746.  
-�--------,---00 
Available now and spring.  
semester, 2 bedroom apart­
ments. Phone 348-7746.  
________ ,.......,._oo Male subleaser needed for 
spring semester. Newly fur­
n ished apal't!Tients. Call 348-
5973.  
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
Room in private home for 
serious student. Spring and/or 
summer, fal l .  Call 345-2809. 
________1 1 / 1 7 
Need 1 seriou , studious, non­
smoking, (upperclass?) Female 
to share with 1 other for spring ,  
nice clean place near campus. 
1 60 . 00 includes all except your 
share electric , water. 345-
3 7 7 1 . 
________ 1 1  /20 
1 -2 non-smokers to share 
bsmt. apt. Patio entrance. Quiet 
neighborhood near campus. 
Prefer serious, neat upper 
classmen, 1 60 .00 ea. plus your 
share electric , water. 345-
3 7 7 1 . ' 
________ 1 1  /20 
� For Rent 
N e eded badly- 1 or 2 
s u b l e a s e r s . . G o o d  
location-good price. Call 348-
0 7 7 6 .  
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
[B' for Sale 
G R A N D  PRIX 7 8 :  New 
radiator, starter rebuilt, new 
radial tire , muffler work needed. 
$300. Call 348-845 7 .  
________1 1 / 1 3 
'78 PONTIAC GRAN LE 
MA'NS. ps, pb, p winds. Good 
condition , new radiator & trans. 
$ 1 500 O . B . O .  Call PEGGY 
345-6 1 57 .  
1 1  / 1 3 _
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: '"""o..,.L.,,.I N.,........,,,8-=7 1  and 
ROSSIGNOL SMS V.A.S . .  both 
with SALOMON 7 4 7 EQUIPE 
bindings. Also KNEISSL BLU E 
STAR. JON 345-6946. 
------____,-1 1 / 1 3 
Queen size waterbed with 
bookcase headboard. New in 
June, sacrifice $300. 00 ,  345-
586 2 .  
----------:1 1  / 1 3 Dorm size refrigerator, $50 or 
best. Call Joe at 5 8 1  -538 1 . 
________1 1 / 1 3 
Olympus Camera, 28 to 600 
mm, alum. case, flash,  motor, 
much more. Call 2 7 1 4 days, 
348- 1 650 after 5 p . m .  $400 
OBO. 
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
POPCORN. 5 pound bags. 
$ 5 . 00 .  Call after 5 p . m :  345-
9780. 
________ ._ 1 1 / 1 3 
CEf' For Sale 
7 8  Firebird T-tap 
235-6655. 
Lowenbrau Neon. 
345-4428 . .  
$50.00 Reward: 
Silver Fox on long 
Longacre Trailer 
345-5598. 
LOST-Gold Br 
Buzzard or Apph 
Very sentimeTltal. 
345-2048. 
Car Keys found in 
a math class on 11 
3 3 1  Old Main.  
LOST a pair of 
framed glasses in 
case . Return to the 
News. 
OfflClal Notices 
Offlclal Notices are p1ld for through th• Office of University 
Rel1tlons. Questions concerning notices should be directed to 
that office. 
NDSL Bo"owers 
If you are graduating or do not 
plan to be at least a half·time 
student at EIU next semester, it 
is mandatory to complete an exit 
interView. Failure to do so, will 
result in a COMPLETE HOLD 
being placed on your university 
record. 
Interviews will be held in  the 
University Union, Sullivan Room, 
on Tuesday, November 1 7 , 
1 98 7 .  
Interviews start a t  9 : 00AM ; 
1 O : OOAM; 1 1  : OOAM; 1 2 :00 
0730-0930 
Monday 
Dec. 1 4  
M-0900 
NOON; 1 :OOPM; 2 :00PM ; and 
3 : 00PM. 
Please call 58 1 -37 1 5 for 
additional information. 
Frances Harris 
Collection Specialist 
Fln1I Exam Changes 
Students who have three final 
examinations scheduled for one 
day may fill out a request for a 
change in the office of the Dean, 
Student Academic . Services, 
Main 1 1 6 .  Forms for requesting 
a change are now available and 
.....__ 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
Fill S.mnter 1 987 
Tunday 
Dec. 1 5  
M - 1 200 
Wednesday 
Dec. 1 8 
M - 1 000 
1 000-1 200 
T- 1 500,T· 1 5-
30 
Makeup or T-0800 · T- 1 000 
. Arranged 
1 300-1 500 T- 1 400 
1 530-1 730 M- 1 500 
1 900-21 00 M - 1 900 
T- 1 600 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
M - 1 300 
T- 1 900 
\ -
M · 1 1 00 
Makeup 
or 
Arranged 
W- 1 900 
examination sch 
of personal conv 
w o r k ,  t r a n a  
arrangements or 
do not constitute 
approval of 
changes. 
sSmuel J. 
Student A 
Thursday 
Dec. 1 7  
T- 1 300 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
M-0800 
T- 1 200 
T- 1 230 
M - 1 400 
R - 1 900 
1 . Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeti 
i rrespective of whether the first hour is classroom or laboratory activity. 
2. Final examinations of multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the 
multiple-hour block. 
3. A M - ,  T-, W- , or R- prefix indicated whether the first class day of the week is 
Wednesday or Thursday, For instance, M-0800 indicates the seheduled time for the fi 
a class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 0800 on Monday , R- 1 900 is fOf 
its first class hour meeting of the week at 1 900 on Thursday, etc . 
· 4. Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as "Makeup or Arranged" 
only in cases where:  
a .  The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to the schedule pa 
herein.  
b. The meeting t ime of the class appears in  the Semester Class Schedule as "ARR. 
i:: . The stu'dent presents an approved examination change request. 
5. Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion 
and ,  if given ,  should be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the term . 
6. Final examinations in courses numbered 4 7 50 or above may be given at the di 
structor and, if given , are to conform to the schedule patterns establ ished herein. 
7. Final examinations are to be given i n  al l  courses unless specifically exempted u 
of number 5 and/or number 6 above or by departmental recommendation to, and 
Council on Academic Affairs . .  
8 .  Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without 
the Dean , Student Academic Services. 
' 
9 .  Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without 
of the department chairperson and the Dean of the School or College accor 
established by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
Student 
fr iday ' sCI 11· d .d 1 3 , t 987 . ass 1e · a s 
Report errors Immediately et 581 -281 2. A correct ad wl!I 
eppHr In the next edition. Uni••• notified, we cannot be 
reaponalbl• for en Incorrect ad after Its first. Insertion. Deedlln• 2 p.m. previous day. .., 9A 
00 
--. =:Th-e-::-11 1lnOIS 
would like 
% college 
.00 dollars 
GI bill for 
. Call the 
I Guard 
258·638 1 in 
!:tf Announcements 
Meet me at Mothers 4 o'Clock 
Club. Free popcom-75¢ 1 6oz. 
Drafts-$ 1 .00 Bar Drinks & 25¢ 
Hot dogs. 
1 1  / 1 3 '-,-LA
_
M
_
B
_
D-::-A--::C-::-H::-ls
-
: -4.-:·o�o . can't 
come SOON enough! We'll see 
you all then ! Love, the TAI­
SIGMAS. 
------�...,-- 1 1 / 1 3 
SAM VAN�OYOC : A.K.A.  
SAM , SAM , THE SIGMA-MAN, 
we hope you had fun last hight 
and realize how much we ap­
preciate you being our Sigma 
Man! We'll miss you next year! 
----=--=-----..,-1 1  / 1 3 Tim and Deb Dawls, We love 
you . We'll miss you .  See you in 
five months. Take care of 
yourself in Chicago. You're 
special to us. God be with you . 
Campus Advance. 
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
BOB-I just wanted to let you 
know how much I care. Let's talk 
deep more, O . K . ?  B . S . F  I Love 
You,  SUE. 
---,---,--..,-- --.
1 1 1 1 3  
Kausal : I miss you and need 
you. I promise you a good 
weekend.  I love you. OIL, OIL, 
OIL. The Heaver. 
______ ___ 1 1  / 1 3 
Monroe ,  Thanks for sharing 
the last three years of my life 
with me. They were the greatest 
ever. I LOVE YOU ! Kitty. 
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
PARTY AT TED'S THIS 
WEEKEND.  ROCK BANDS FRI.  
& SAT.-1 6 oz. STAOH'S OR 
OLD STYLE 7 5/ .  GET IN FREE 
8 - 1 0 W I T H  E A S T E R N  
COUPON . 
----=----1 1 / 1 3  
WALLY , Thanks for a great 1 st 
semester. Hope you get a deer! I 
LOVE YOU , CHRIS. 
---==:---:--:--1 1 / 1 3 LARRY PEETZ, I know you'l l  
b e  a g o o d  s e n a t o r .  
Congratulations! ! Love, Ginger. 
------.,.---1 1 / 1 3  
AST pledges-Are you ready 
for walk-out today? I sure 
am-Tau Jove, Carol. 
1 1  / 1 3 -
MEL
-
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-
A
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-
0--L--:S,.-:HAPPY 
2 1 st! ! YOUR ROOMIES CAN'T 
WAIT TO CELEBRATE WITH 
YOU IN ST. LOUIS! LOVE YA! 
1 1 / 1 3 _
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AT=--=T:-:E-=D-:'S:- THIS 
WEEKEND. ROCK BANDS FRI & 
SAT-1 6 oz. STAOH'S OR OLD 
STYLE 7 5 ¢ .  GET IN FREE 8-1 0 
WITH EASTERN COUPON. 
--,-,---::---:-----:- 1 1  / 1 3 Kevin Cowhey and Nonie 
Barrett you guys are the best 
parents! Get ready for fun in St. 
Louis! Love, Cindy. 
-,,...,....,.=-=::---:::-:-�:-::=-- 1 1  / 1  3 SQUIRREL C HILD ,  Thanks for 
"putting up" with Jim and I .  
Doesn't love make - people 
crazy?! You're the best roomie! 
Have a good weekend. STICK 
W O M A N  ( F ormerl y :  WILD 
WOMAN) .  
________ 1 1 / 1 3' 
CRISTY ,  Happy 1 9th Mom !  Hit 
those bars ! ! ' I  Love ya, Lori . 
___ 1 1 / 1 3 1 1 / 1 3 
r:B' Annou ncements 
JOANNE WILL: THANKS FOR 
BEING SUCH A GREAT FRIEND. 
l 'LL MISS YOU NEXT YEAR . 
. LOOKING FORWARD TO 
GOING TO CHLCAGO OVER 
CHRISTMAS BREAK. FRIENDS, 
DEBBIE. 
1 1  / 1 3 ...,T __ O,_.....T
-
H-=-E
-
""""LA..,..__Dl-:::E-:::-S--:O::c::F::-:SIGMA 
NU "-Let's do it again soon , 
Love, THE "MEN" OF ALPHA 
SIGMA TAU . 
1 1  / 1 3 -
M
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-
L-::-L-::E,---:-M-:-1-::C:-:-:H A L S :  
Congratulations! We knew you 
could do it! You'll make a great 
senator! We're so proud of you . 
Love, Your AST sisters. 
1 1  / 1 3 -:L-:Y:-:-N:-:-N:---:-M:--:A-::IS::-::S:::E:-, --::T=I FFANY 
GRAHAM , TRISHA PARISH and 
M A R Y· B E T H  M U R P H Y  
C ongratu lations on winning 
senate seats. We are very proud 
of you ! Love your ALPHA GAM . 
SISTERS. 
1 1 / 1 3 -
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a fan-
tast ic  weekend Love the 
chapter. 
1 1 / 1 3 -c=-A-::-T:=-H,-,:-;Y
-
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Max 
Field's,  C . P . A .  at 2 a. m . ,  Wayne, 
Ben , Doug, Pattie,  Ron, Sue, 
Amy, Miko,  J usti n ,  Scot, 
Erikson , P-ville ·grads. , U. of 
1-U . of Wash. Huskies! Pizza 
hut, soccer, Missouri w/8 , mini­
van, beating 1 . U .  w/7 ,  Swaben, 
Ladies n i g h t  at S . O . P ' s ,  
Snuggery, Max Field's , ·  Q. B's 
that weren't, Marty's singing and 
signing, You are so much fun! 
It's. finally here! Happy 2 1 st 
Birthday Love, S . M . A.S. -H . .  
----=---==-=-=-=--=-:---"-::1 1  / 1 3 LAUREL BEASLEY , Thanks 
for all your help with the election. 
I couldn't have done it without 
you ! !  Love, Lori . 
1 1  / 1 3 
-J.,..,A=-c=-a-=:7u:-:-1=E----=B=E u N E  
Congratulations o.n being voted 
Secretary of Panhel . Love your 
ALPHA GAM SISTERS. 
. 1 1  / 1 3 -:Kc:-A-:--:R::-:E=N-,--M:-::::IT:::C::-H:-:-H-:-ap-py Bir-
thday and have a great time at 
Drake . . .  See I didn't forget 
TRICKEY . 
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
r:B' Annou ncements 
NEED CASH? (OVER 4 
BILLION DOLLARS AVAILABLE) 
EVERYONE QUALIFIES! OUR 
DATA BANKS CONTAIN OVER 
2000 SOURCES OF FINANCIAL 
AID OFFERED BY PRIVATE 
INSTITUTIONS. FOR MORE 
I N F O R M A T I O N  · S E N D  A 
BUSINESS SIZED STAMPED 
SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE 
TO: EDUCARE ENTERPRISES 
LTD . 2 5 1 40 LAHSER RD. 
S U ITE 1 4 1 SOUTH FIELD,  
MICHIGAN 48034 . 
_______ c 1 1 /1 3, 1 6  
RICK BREY : Were you awaKe 
Mon .  morning? Ahhh-no. Was 
Teresa? Ahhh-maybe! Are you a 
great dad? Ahhh-yes! Love, 
Jane. 
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
Lisa, Are you ready to ROCK & 
ROLL in St. Louis? Let's have 
FUN together. I love you (oops 
did I write that) Love, Mike. 
-------:-:-:-::::-=:-:-::1 1 t1 3 By. the way, IN REGARDS to 
last week's ad , CUFFY is also 
The Best Dressed Guy on 
Campus! ! !  To be continued . . .  
----,--------,-1 1  / 1 3 Sig Taus-Get psyched for the 
BEST barn dance ever. Love, 
the Roses. 
-----,----,-- -1 1 / 1 3 
Gena Jarman, Are you ready 
for the weekendm Let's have a 
great one! Alpha love, Sherry. 
1 1 / 1 3 _
T __ L
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an-:k John 
Garner, J . D .  Webb, and all of 
those who donated time and 
money to help us provide a 
Christmas for our students. 
_______ 1 1 / 1 3 
Randy Steinkamp HAPPY 21 st 
BIRTHDAY JOE & KELLY . 
1 1 / 1 3 
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BIRTHDAY . You're the best 
mom ever! Have a great 
weekend with Dave. BE GOOD ! !  
Sig Kap love, Juls. 
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
Kendall Schwab: Thanks for 
being such a great mom .  Get 
psyched for pledge dance. I 've 
got my date, how about you!?  
LOVE YOU , CHRIS. . 
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
CAMPU S COP 
r:B' Annou ncements 
H I  MARY MARY MARY 
MARY--JEFF P.S, WHERE'S 
T H E  D E L L ' S  G R E E N  
BACKSCRATCHER .  
1 1  / 1 3 
-A::--:N-::D::-:-Y:--7"'"LA:-::iM-:B=:R=-o=-s=---=-GoSS1P 
COLUMN COMING SOON ! ------::--::-----:o:--:-1 1  / 1  3 DEBBIE HENNIG: To the best 
mom/daughter combo ever, look 
out N . l . U .  Hey MOM I love you! 
Karen. 
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
A M Y  R E Y N O L D S  
C on g ratu lati ons on b e i n g  
elected Cabinet Coordinater of 
Panhel . Love your ALPHA GAM 
SISTERS. 
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
PAT DIXO N :  H A P P Y  9 
MONTH ANNIVERSARY ! GET 
READY FOR A WILD WEEKEND 
IN ST. LOUIS!  I LOVE YOU ! 
LISA. 
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
ALPHA PHIS: GET READY TO 
PARTY A-PHl STYLE IN ST. 
LOUIS! ! !  
-----�-:--::�1 1 / 1 3 
PATTY DASSINGER-Enjoy 
your VIP room and Champagne 
at Krackers. Love, The Roses. 
________1 1 / 1 3  
Mary Beth Murphy, Lynn 
Massei, Connie Kari , Tiffany 
Graham, & Trish Parish. You 
guys make me very proud to be 
an Alpha Garn . Love, Lori . 
-..,.,.--=-:�,.....-,---1 1 / 1 3 Hey, T . H . P . , hope you have a 
GREAT birthday tomorrow! Love 
Mick. 
1 1 / 1 3 -G=:l-:--:N-:-A-::B:::R:::0:-:0:::-K:-::S-:--:H-:--ap-py 2 1 st. 
Get ready to party tonight. The 
Boxes. 
1 1 / 1 3 -:P::-:I K:-:-E=s=-:--:G:-re
-
a-:-t--:-M:-u"""".si:--c, Great 
Time, Great Punch ! !  Thanks for a 
fantastic function. Love, the 
ALPHA GAMS. 
. 
1 1  / 1 3 --:G::-:R::-:E::-A:-::T:---:::P-:A-=R-=T-=-T::cl M-:=-E O P -
PORTUNITY Gain EXPERIENCE 
and EARN money while working 
on Fortune 500 Companies 
Marketing Programs on Campus! 
Flexible hours each week. Call • 
1 -800-82 1 - 1 543. - -�-
____ 1 1 /1 7 
r:B' Annou ncements 
ALPHA PHI'S: HAVE A GREAT 
WEEKEN D-FORMAL IS ONE 
DAY AWAY ! !  
________ 1 1 / 1 3 
DEL TA CH! LITTLE SISTER� 
DON'T FORGET OUR MEETING 
MONDAY NIGHT- GET READY 
TO ROCK AT ROC'S!  
-----,,.-- --- 1 1  / 1 6 
Mary "Con" Jensen and DR . 
"Mel" Freeman: You did great! ! 
Love, Flan . 
1 1  / 1 3 
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. .  R"'"O!:'"C __ K..,........"70.,..,N--=T=op OF 
ROC'S AGAIN,  BUT THIS TIME 
ITS WITH THE DEL TA CHI 
LITTLE SISTERS ! !  TU ES. NOV. 
1 7  9 : 00 $ 3 . 00 AVCO. 
________1 1 / 1 7 
Puzzle A nswers 
End your 
week the 
right way . . .  
Read 
On The Verge 
of the 
Weekend ! 
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1 0A Friday, November 1 3 ,  · 1 98 7 The Dally Eastern 
P&nthers i n k  three recru its 
By DAVID LINDQUIST 
Staff writer 
· ,,,. 
Rick Samuels , Eastern's 
men's basketball coach, an­
nounced Thursday that three 
Illinois high school players 
have signed national letters of 
intent to play for the Panthers 
next season. 
-Forward Barry Johnson 
(1987 graduate of University 
High School, Normal), forward 
David Olson of Newark High 
School and Carlton Jeter of 
Chicago Quigley South signed 
letters on just the second day 
of · the fall signing period, 
which began Wednesday. 
The three signees are the 
most Samuels has had in ·his 
seven-year tenure at Eastern. 
In fact, ·his only previous fall 
signing was present Eastern 
forward Dave Vance in 1984. 
Samuels attributed the 
change to the NCAA's· shor­
tened period of coach/recruit 
contact time. 
Men harriers 
to f in ish at 
district meet 
By AL LAGATTOLLA 
Staff writer 
The · Eastern men's cross 
country team has had an up­
and-down season. They kept 
improving throughout the 
year, highlighted by a victory 
. at Washington University only · 
three weeks away from the 
AMCU-8 Championship meet. 
On Saturday, · the Panther 
harriers will try to salvage 
something out of the disap­
pointing fourth place con­
ference performance as they 
send five runners (junior Sam 
Kling, senior Tom Buchanan, 
junior John ·wells, sophomore 
Terry Goodin and junior Brian 
Gordon) to compete in the 
District IV Championships at 
Bowling Green, Ohio. -
"It'd be real tough" to finish 
among the top teams, Eastern 
assistant cross country Coach 
Tom Akers said. 
"It's always a big field," 
Akers said. "I think we can 
compete pretty well , but our 
reasons for running are first, to 
get a chance to run in a lOK 
(kilometer) race and the other 
is to end the season on a little 
better note than conference." 
Akers said the Big 10 teams 
have the best chance in the 
race. "Illinois was ranked in the 
cross country top 10, and 
Wisconsin beat them easily, so 
Wisconsin should by one of the 
top teams in the nation," Akers 
said. 
Even though Akers does not 
expect to win the race, he 
believes that a different sort of 
victory can be won. , 
"A victory would be to come 
out with some good cross 
country PR (public relations), 
and some very good individual 
performances and maybe face 
some teams we can match up 
with and do the same or a little 
better against them," Akers 
said. 
''They should just go out and 
run the best race they are 
capable of whatever that may 
be," Akers said of his harriers. 
"The objective is to have some 
good individual performances. 
"Conference was the major 
emphasis of the season, this is 
just extra," Akers said. 
"The trend of fall signings is 
growing," Samuels said. "It's 
important to sign as many as 
possible in the fall."  
In Johnson's case, he can be 
counted twice as an Eastern 
signee. 
Johnson signed a letter of 
intent with Eastern in April, 
b u t  d i d  n o t  q u a l i fy 
academically. 
H e  g r a d u a t e d  f r o m  
University High in June and is 
currently attending Fork 
Union Prep School in Virginia. 
''We are pleased that he has 
decided to sign with ·us again 
during the early signing 
period," Samuels said. 
Last year Johnson w.as both 
an Associated Press and United 
Press International Class A 
F i r s t - T e a m  A l l - S tater , '  
averaging 20 points and 13.2 
rebounds per game as a senior. 
Samuels said Johnson will be 
a better player from his ex- ' 
perience gained in Virginia. 
"He should defmitely benefit 
fr9m the year at Fork Union," 
Samuels said. ''He'll gain both 
maturity and strength. He's 
also added an inch from when 
he originally signed and ii!! up 
to 6-7." . - . ' 
Olson is 6-6 and Samuels $aid 
he has the versatility to play 
forward or guard. 
Olson averaged 24.3 points 
and 9.8 rebounds last year at 
Newark High School and was 
named Class A Second Team 
All-State by the Illinoi.s 
B a s k e t b a l l  C o a c h e s  
Association. 
''He's from an excellent high 
school program, 8o he is 
fundamentally sound and 
already realizes that hard work 
will improve his ability," 
Samuels said. 
Jeter, 6-3 guard and son of 
former Green Bay Packer Bob 
Jeter, was named First-Team, 
All-Chicago Prep Conference 
last-year at Quigley South . .  
... Run ,  Rus'h ,  ;Drive , 
Do What You Must, 
' . But be sure and- see" 
"PUMP BOYS AND DINETTES' 
December 3 ,  1 987 
· 8 :00 p. m .  
Eastern I l l i nois Un iversity 
Grand Bal l room 
Tickets: 
$3 with Student ID  
$5 General Public 
Performing 
U B Arts Series 
Raymond L.  Sullivant, SJ. 
Saint Louis University in Madrid 
Calle de la Vina, 3 
Madrid 28003 SPAIN 
Tel: 233-2032/233-28 1 2  
Saint Louis U nivers 
COMPLETE CURRICULUM: English, 
Liberal Arts; Businc� & Administrati 
Sciences, Hispanic Studiet 
SLU in Madrid is a member of 
Apply ?iSll!..for Spring and S 
More than 600 students in the 
Contact: 
Panthe·r Basketb 
This Sunday -.7 : 30 
Lantz Gym 
EIU vs . Marathon 
(Exhibition Game) 
EIU _ STUDENTS 
IrJRJE JE 
,e e e  
....................... ------------------------------��������--� 
· Friday;No\reml5e'r' t 3 ,  t 987 
not i n  Panthers ' control LATE NIGHT 
, ..�\ · �z�� · SPECIAL 
1P<>t in the Gateway 
final-four tour­
ut of its hands, 
volleyball team will . 
the University of 
Chicago on Friday 
·so Satµrday 1i' 
regular season. 
thers' fate in · the 
· in the hands of 
Iowa and Drake. 
must beat lliinois 
0 overall and 5-2 in 
, this weekend for 
go to the final four. 
Iowa is 7-0 in the 
overall, and has 
a home match in 
years. But Drake is 
another story. 
The Bulldogs eriter the 
weekend 1 �6 in the league and 
4-20 overall; thus, it will take d 
major upset by . Drake to 
catapult the Panthers into . 
post-season action. 
Since Eastern doesn't control 
its tournament destil!y, the 
team will try · to focus on 
winning its last two matches of 
the season to carry it intp next 
week or into next year. 
"We're looking to play them 
strong and win," said Eastern 
Volleyball · Coach Betty 
Ralston. ''We need · to  get 
psyched for the possibility of a 
Gateway final-four berth. 
''If we don't go to lhe · 
tournament, the season ends 
n a postive note anyway." 
The Panthers will face an 
Illinois-Chicago team that is 
21-12 on the season, but does 
not appear to be a �trong 
hitting team as its leading 
hitter is · Deann Ericks with a 
.262 hitting percentage. 
Eastern plans to attack both 
the Flames and Valparaiso 
with a quick.er offense. 
"For the past two days we've 
run faster sets and a few more 
· options on serve-receive in 
practice. We want it tested in 
actual match competition," . 
said Ralston, who would also 
like to add some new dim­
mensions to the offense in case 
the Panthers do reach the 
tournament. 
�' · 99¢ SLICES 
1I6 of a large Pizza 
· INSIDE STORE OFFER 
1600 Lincoln Ave . 345-3400 
� - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � ·  1 -Friday's Band 75¢ 1 6  oz. Old 1 f'ALIBVE" ' Style & Strohs : 
1 Rock & Roll '. I � Songs by: B_nan Adams, $ 1 6  oz. Bud I o 'ilJ Led Zeppe/m, Tears For 1 00 . 1 .o � Fea;s: Plus Much More! or Busch I �  
oner to ru·n -at District IV meet B 
1i 1Current Top 40 & Old ·Rum & Coke 1 ITime Rock & Roll $ 1 25 Screwdriver I 
Laurie Mizener 
. Eastern's only 
tive Saturday at the 
Collegiate Athletic 
on District IV 
Cross Country 
·ps. 
the only one running 
h to benefit," said 
John Craft. "I 
going to be a good 
for her." 
Craft cited two major 
reasons for his decision to send 
Mizener to the meet at Bowling 
Greeri State University in 
Bowling Green, Ohio. 
He said he felt the experience 
.Mizener would gain in the 
competition as a freshman 
would be important if she 
would return to the same meet 
in the future. 
Craft also said the meet 
would give Mizener another 
chance to run a time under 19 
minutes. 
. Mizener ran 19:00 exactly on 
.Oct. 31 in the Gateway Con­
ference Championships at 
Terre Haute, Ind. ,  scoring l!S 
Eastern's top finisher in the 
20th position. 
i Saturday's meet will also be 
.Mizener's second of the year on jthe Bowling Green course. The 
Lady Panthers ran in the Mel 
Brodt Invitational Oct. 3 at 
·Bowlliig Green. Mizener ran 
19:34 in'.that meet. 
: · Fuzzy Nave.I : I . l : Get i n  8-1 0 w/coupon for FREE : 
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - �  
�afurJav�e&nJ-7-5¢-160Z.-6id-i • "CLOCKWORK · Style & Strohs 1 'ORANGE'' I I $ 1 oo I 
:�: Rock & Roll Show . 1 6  oz. Bud :g 51 From Decatur, or Busch 1(3 
The Daily Eastern News 
As H OT as COO L  Jazz 
o Featuring Mike 
$ 1 25 tz : Hus/er, Peter Bailey & . · Ruin & Coke : 1 Andy Baylor Screwdriver 1 I · I 1 Get i n  8-1 0 w/coupon for FREE 1 
L - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - �  
Debra 
Sue 
D. D .  
Happy 
2 1 st 
You ' re 
fi n a l ly 
· l egal , 
so party 
h a rd !  
Kris-a-roo 
.---- \'ALUABLE COUPON ---., r:---VALUAllLE COUPON ---:i r:---SAV£ $6.31 ---, 
. I
I 
· II · .. . •TWO PIZZAS ·. I TWO LARGE PIZZAS I I "with everything"™ I I I I s4 75 I I 1 o toppin s onty I 
I PIZZA & LITER OF I I · . I I $1 76 - ' I I SOFT DRl�K! I I ; • plus tax I •• . •• I B · o · · 1 R d I I Smal l  s1'ze· p1'zzas I - � ... $1a o1 I uy any size · ngma oun I I I I -9 • • I 
I pizza, get identical pizza I I with cheese I I CHARLESTON: 345-4143 I 
I AND a Liter of_ Soft Drink FREE! I I 
CHARLESTON: 345-4743 
I I Toppings include pepperoni, ham, bacon, ground •. Extro Items end extro 'cheese ovailobk ot odditioool cost beef, Italian sau5age, mushrooms, green l)e:ppers, CHARLESTON: 345-4743 
I Valid on ly with coupoo .st participating Lottie Caesars. 1 1 onions. Hot peppers end anchoYie:s upon request. I I Price vanes depending on size end number of toppings I Not valid with any other offer. One coupon per customer (HO SUBSTl1UTIOHS OHl.Y DELmONS). · 
· I ordered. Valid only with coupon at portJcipatins Little Caesars. I I 0lry out only. I I Valid only with coupon at P«ticiPetins little Caesars. Not valid I Not valid with any other offer. One coupon per customer. with any other offer. One coupon per customer. O!ny out only. ' I� C«ry out only. Expires 1 1 /1 8/87 I I Expires 1 1 '1 8187 ,,I I · , Expires 1 1 /1 8/87 - ..,I · · ·���· 1(1)��· · ·@�@'@�1 
.. L-- - VIJ.UABLE COUPON ---� L---VALUAllLE COUPON ----� L--- VAUWILE COUPON _ _ _  ..,, 
904 East Lincoln Between 9th and 10th �mpustown 
345-5 1 00 
A PA IR AN D A SPARE 
l TWO PAIRS of GLASSES I I CONTACTS and GLASSES l 
TWO PAIRS ·o f  single-vision $ 1 1 9  Our standard daily·wtar '?It glosses with cltar lenses in the I CONTACTS and a backup poor al normal power range, frames from 11ngle-v111on GLASSES with clear 
a Iorgo, fashionable solodion and WITH EXAM lense> in the normal power_ range. a profuuonol eye exam� frames from o large, fashionable 
COMPLETE sel�tion and a prolossional oyo exam. 
SAME DAY SERVICE . 
( in  most cases for single-yision 
CR-39 .  bifocals somewhat longer) 
Other in Office .§pecials for E.l.U. Students 
Cagers take the floor Sunday ri ight 
By DAVID LINDQUIST 
Staff writer 
Eastern's men's basketball team ·will play its only preseason game 
when it hosts Marathon Oil in an 
exhibition contest Sunday at 7 :30 
p.m. in Lantz Gym. 
The Marathon team, based in 
Finley, Ohio, is coached by Joliet 
native Jeff Sergent. The squad 
recently began a tour of the 
Midwest and Will have played 
three games before Sunday night. 
The Marathon team_includes ex­
players from Western Michigan, 
Penn State and Virgini�. · 
Samuels said the game will help 
he and his staff guage the Pan­
. thers' progress thus far . in the 
• See related story , ·page 1 OA 
preseaon. 
''The game is a barometer for 
us," he said. ''It's a measure of 
what we're doing pretty well right 
now and what phases of the game 
we need to work on." 
Samuels also said the game will 
be a welcome pause from practice 
sessions where- his team receives 
only inter-squad competition. 
"It helps break the length of 
preseason preparation," Samuels 
said. "It gives the players someone 
else to look at ." 
There will be a lot of Panthers 
getting that look Sunday, as 
Samuels said he plans to play up 
to 10 different people in the 
contest. 
· 
"I've liked our competitive 
attitudes," he said. "As we get 
'into the season, if everybody 
continues to play as they 'have, 
we'd like to get where we've got 
eight or nine people averaging in 
double-figure minutes." 
Eastern, coming off last· year's 
9-19 season, is blessed with the 
luxury of returning seven let. 
termen and all five starters. 
DAN REIBLE I Photo edltor 
Junior guard Jay Taylor takes the ball strong to the basket during drills at 
Wednesday's men's basketball practice at Lantz Gym . The Panthers open 
their season Sunday at 7 :30 p . m .  in an exhibition contest against Marathon 
Oil .  
Swimmers t 
open seas 
By JOE LEWNARD · 
Staff writer · 
Aside from the loss of two im 
veterans to graduation, 
wo�en's swim team is looking to 
competitive 1987 season as the 
swing into dual meet action 
at the University of Indianapolis. 
The standouts on the women' 
are likely to be junior breast 
Ann Body, junior freestyler 
Guditus, and sophomore bac 
Elizabeth Curvey. 
Curvey said last year, as a f 
she did not know what to ex 
meets, but this season she will 
nervous going into competition. 
She added that she hopes to 
fmals this year at the 
Championship meet. 
''I think it's going fu be 
season," Curvey said. ''I think 
going to have a real strong 
year, too." 
Although the gr�duation of 
swimmer Connie Wieck and 
Tracy Saal has left a hole in th 
of the women's team, Easte 
Ray Padovan said this year 
should be comparable to la 
team. 
The Panthers won the dual 
Indianapo!is last season, and 
said this year's meet should 
petitive. 
"Their coach told me their 
team has gotten considerably 
Padovan said. "I really don't 
to expect totally." 
Padovan said the meet will 
on a six-place scoring system · 
all places score. He added that 
of scoring favors the team 
most depth. 
Padovan said the Panthers 
depth this season compared to 
years. . 
The men's team has . dep 
individual medley and b 
but lacks a backstroker. 
Eastern gridders hope to end year ·with wi n n ing recor 
By BARRY .BOTTINO out of the end zone," Spoo said. 
Sports editor Cessarone's favorite targets are 
It's back to normal for Eastern's 5-5 sophomore tight end Robert Coates (31 
football Panthers this weekend after catches for 396 yards) and senior 
faciiig two option offenses during the flanker Malcolm Darden, who has 
past three weeks. caught 23 passes for 433 yards. 
Since taking on Southwest Missouri's Western Kentucky has been less 
wishbone Oct. 24 and Southern IDinois' threatening on the ground, though. The 
veer option Saturday, the Panthers will Hilltoppers' leading rusher is junior 
invade Bowling Green, Ky. , Saturday tailback Joe Arnold, who has gained 
to take on the 5-3 Western Kentucky 500 yards and scored four TDs. ' 
Hilltoppers and its No. 14 Division 1- The Hilltoppers have scored 20 or 
AA ranking. more points in seven of their last eight 
The Panthers can now return to the games, while the Panthers have scored 
aggressive style of defense that . over 20 points on only two occasions. 
characterized their play early in the The Panthers will also face a 
season. Hilltopper squad which is currently 
''We can go back to corralling the ranked 11th in the nation in total 
ball," Spoo said. defense. 
The Hilltoppers are led by high- "That's going to be a further 
powered senior quarterback Jeff challenge," said Spoo, who is also 
Cessarone, who has thrown for 1 ,214 looking for a greater emotional effort 
yards and four touchdowne this year. from his team this week. 
"It's going to be hard to shut the guy ''We have to play as a team in concert 
down totally, but we don't expect it to with one another. In effect, they're like 
turn into a rout," said Eastern Coach an orchestra with various sections," 
Bob Spoo. said the.first-year Panther coach. 
Yet Cessarone's biggest asset is If the Panther sections don't play in 
accuracy-he has thrown only 10 all tune "the effect is less than music," said 
year. Spoo, who will attempt to orchestrate 
"We'll give him his yards within the Eastern's 10th straight winning season . . 
20s (yard lines) and try to keep them 
DAN REIBLE I 
Senior running back DuWayne Pitts (20) takes a handoff from fres 
terback Eric . Arnold during last Saturday's 32-27 loss to Southern . The 
travel to Western Kentucky University for their season finale Saturday. 
